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ABSTRACT
Chemiluminescence-Most solution chemiluminescence that has been
reported, to date, can be placed into one of three categories:

reactions

involving molecular oxygen or peroxides, oxidation of anion radicals,
and alternating current electrolysis of aromatic hydrocarbons
Earlier work in our laboratory prompted a closer look at
possibilities for producing chemiluminescence by electron transfer to
a potential emitter, ioeo by reducing a compound to a luminescent species
by a one electron reduction process.
The over-all reaction for the first type of system studied can
be written as
RNH2 + m + reductant+ RNH 2+ hv
The radical-cation of 1, 6-diaminopyrene proved to be an example of a
chemiluminescent electron acceptor fitting this general type of reaction.
For the case where hydrazine was the reducing agent, it was shown that
the emitting species was the narent diamine.

And for the case where the

naphthalene radical-anion was the reducing agent,

it was shown that

enough energy is available to produce an excited state of 1, 6-diamino-

--

--- ~

pyrene by a simple one-electron reduction reaction.
The over-all reaction for the second type of system studied
can be written as
ML +(n+l)
x

+ reductant 4 ML +n+hv
x

where M represents a metal ion and L a suitable ligand.
successfully used in
metal ion (n=2).
phenanthroline,

The Complexes

the present study all had ruthenium as the central

The ligands were 2,2'-bipyridine, 5-methyl-l,10
5,6-dimethyl-1,10-phenanthroline,

tetramethyl-1,O0-phenanthroline

(all having x=3).

2,2'-bipyridine was the ligand, it

and 3,5,6,8For the case where

was shown that the emitting species

was the ruthenium (II) chelate when either hydrazine or hydroxyl ion
were used as the reducing agent,

It was also shown that the published

mechanism for hydrazine oxidation does not completely describe all of
the reactions occuring in

the Ru(III)(bipyr) 3C1 2 -hydrazine chemilumin-

escent system.
The results of this research,

combined with the earlier studies,

indicate that electron-transfer reactions involving a potentially
luminescent acceptor show great promise for discovering new chemiluminescent reactions,
Photoluminescence-No previously published explanation of the
luminescence of tris-(2,2'-bipyridine) ruthenium (II)
completely adequate in
is

presented in

explaining all of the experimental data.

Evidence

this thesis that supports assignment of the emission

as charge-transfer,
existing in

dichloride has been

spin-forbidden luminescence.

Spin-orbit coupling

the complex enhances the probability of singlet-triplet

transitions and yields an abnormally short-lived phosphorescence.

-5In an EPA solvent,

the rate constants for phosphorescence, triplet

internal conversion, singlet internal conversion, fluorescence and
intersystem crossing have been determined as:
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I go,

I went,
I have gone;
Leaving my
Footprints
In the sands
Of time.
But, alas;
They end not
With a man,
But a
Hole.
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Chemiluminescence Introduction
Chemiluminescence can be defined, simply, as the production

of light by a chemical reaction.

The phenomenon is not new and has

been recognized since 1877, when Radziszewski demonstrated that
lophine reacted with oxygen in alcholic potassium hydroxide producing
light (38).
luminol (1)

Two well known examples of phemiluminescent compounds -re
and luciginin (14)o

recently by McCapra (29),

The general subject has been reviewed

Most solution chemiluminescence that has

been reported, to date, can be placed into one of three categories;
reactions involving molecular oxygen or peroxides (15), oxidation of
anion radicals (7, 8), and alternating current electrolysis of aromatic
hydrocarbons (51, 44,

18).

In the course of Lansbury's (19) work on the alternating current
electrolysis of rubrene, it was discovered that the radical-cation
reacted with electron donors to produce chemiluminescence.

These results

prompted a close look at other possibilities for producing chemiluminescence by electron transfer to a potential emitter, i. e. by reducing
a compound to a luminescent

species by a oneelectron reduction process.

The general scheme for an electron-transfer reaction cani be
written as
A + D+ A + D

11

where A is the electron acceptor and D is the electron donor.
Generally, chemiluminescence should result from this type of reaction

- 18 -

if three criteria are meto

First, sufficient energy must be available

from electron-transfer to produce an excited state of the reduced
species.

Second, the reduced species must be capable either of emitting

or energy transfering to a potential emitter.

Third, the kinetics of

the reaction must be sufficiently rapid so that the rate of photon
production is

detectableo

When initally investigating the general electron-transfer reaction
shown in Equation I-i,

two possibilities came to mind:

the reduction

of aromatic hydrocarbon radical cations and the reduction of metal
chelates.

Instead of experimenting with the unstable radical-cation

of rubrene, it seemed more advantageous to utilize Wurster's salts,
For

which are stable radical-cations derived from aromatic diamines.
this family of compounds the overall reaction can be written as
RNH 2

+m

+ reductant -

RNH 2 + hv

The radical-cation of 1,6-diaminopyrene proved to be an example of
a chemiluminescent electron acceptor fitting this general type

of

reaction
The over-all reaction for the second type of system studied
can be written as
ML +(n+l) + reductant + ML +n + hv
x
x
where M represents a metal ion and L a suitable ligand.

The complexes

successfully used in the present study all had ruthenium as the central
metal ion (n=2).

The ligands were 2,2'-bipyridine, 5-methyl-1, 10-

?henanthreline, 5,6-dJmethyl-l ,10-phenanthroline

and 3,5,6,8-tetramethyl-

-

1,10-phenanthroline

19 -

(all having x=3) .

The aim of the present chemiluminescence research was the
elucidation of the mechanism with respect to chemical reactions 9
electron-transfer processes and the characteristics of the resultant
excited molecular electronic states involved in the emission process.
The chemiluminescence of Ru(II)(bipyr) 3 C1 2 -hydrazine solutions was
chosen as a

representative reduction reaction and i.

considered iL

detail.
The results of this research,
studies (19),

combined with the earlier

indicate that electron-transfer reactions involving a

potentially luminescent acceptor show great promise for discovering
new chemiluminescence systems,

t
J.

Chemiluminescence from a ruthernium chelate has also been observed by
P. Paris (unpublished studies, Juniata Colleg, Huntingdon, Pa., 1962).

- 20

II,

Photoluminescence

Introduction

Because the origin of the luminescence of Ru(bipyr) 3C12 was
not clearly established, an extensive investigation was undertaken
to elucidate the emission mechanismo

a group VIII

Ruthenium is

6
second-row transition element having a [Kr] 4d electronic configluration

in the dipositive oxidation state.

2,2' Bipyridine is a well know

chelating agent and is fully discussed in the review by Brandt, et al.
(3),

Of the group VIII elements,

cobalt,

ruthenium,

rhodium, osmium,

iridium and platinum have been reported to form luminescent complexes
(9,55,32).
The first

published account discussing the origin of the

luminescence of Ru(bipyr) 3 C1 2 was by Paris and Brandt (35).

These

authors used arguments similar to those of Jrgenson (23) to assign
intense bands in

the chelate absorption spectrum to d& wr* charge-

transfer transitions.

Since the long wavelength band was attributed

to a d~+w* transition,

they treated the emission as

fer fluorescence.

In his Ph.Do thesis, however,

the process as phosphorescence.

**+d charge-trans-

Paris (34) described

An attempt to measure the emission

lifetime yielded an upper limit of 100 microseconds.

Paris assumed

that the lifetime was abnormally short because spin-orbit coupling
made the spin-forbidden transition more allowed.

He also suggested

that the tail on the long wavelength charge-transfer absorption band
could be due to a singlet-triplet transition.

m

- 21 -

Porter and Schlafer

(37)

referred to the emission as a d* * d

phosphorescence and Crosby et al.(10) concurred with the d* * d transition type but concluded that the emission was fluorescence.

The basis

for Crosby's assignment was two low intensity long wavelength
absorption bands.
allowed transition,
transition.

Qne of these bands was assigned to a d + d* spinand the other to the corresponding spin-forbifian

However,

Palmer and Piper(33) pointed out that the spin-

allowed d + d* transition for Ru(bipyr) 3 C1 2 would lie to the blue of the
long wavelength charge-transfer band and could not possibly account for
the observed absorption.

In a personal communication to Palmer and

Piper, Crosby stated that the absorption band attributed to the spinforbidden d + d* transition was due to an impurity in their chelate
preparation.
Subsequently,

Crosby and Klassen(25)

presented new evidence

indicating a charge-transfer assignment for the luminescence.
synthesised a series of bis-(bipyridine)
widely different values of 10 Dq,

They

ruthenium complexes having

In every case the emission started

at the long wavelength end of the charge-transfer absorption band.
Consequently,

the energy of thp emission did not follow the value of

10 Dq as would be expected for a d -+ d* transition.

The long wave-

length tail in the absorption Rpectruim was assumed to be a vibronic
component of the charge-transfer transition,
an emitting state multiplicity.

However,

They did not suggest

Crosby and Demas(ll) did

propose phosphorescence on the basis of the four micro-second emission
lifetime at 77*K.

- 22 -

The purpose of the photoluminescence investigation is to
clarify the reported data and to establish the luminescence mechanism.
A charge-transfer spin-forbidden transition adequately explains all of
the experimental observations.

- 23 -

III,

Experimental

A.

Chemicals
All inorganic and common organic chemicals were reagent grade

or better and were used without further purification, unless otherwise
noted,
All solvents were either Eastman "Spectru-grade" solvents or
Matheson, Coleman and Bell "Spectroquality" solvents and were used
without further purificationo
1,10 -Phenanthroline and its 5-methyl, 5-phenyl, 5,6-dimethyl
and 3,5,6,8-tetramethyl derivatives were purchased from G. Frederick
Smith Chemical Company and were used without further purification.
2,2'

-Bipyridine was purchased from Eastman Organic Chemicals and

was twice recrystallized from ethanol (m.p. 68-69*C, uncorrected,
reported 70*C)o

Pyrene was purchased from K and K Laboratories and was twice
recrystallized from ethanol (m.p. 151-152C, uncorrected, reported
70 0 C).
Rubrene was purchased from Aldrich Chemical Company and was vacuum
sublimed several times.

The resultant product was pure as indicated by

thin layer chromatography.
Ruthenium trichloride hydrate was purchased from Alfa Inorganic
Company and was used without further purification.
Tris-(2,2'-bipyridine) ruthenium dichloride was purchased from
G. Brederick Smith Chemical Company and was twice recrystallized from

- 24 -

The final product was identified by Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

water.
(NMR)

with respect to ligand type and number of ligands.
Tris-(l

10-phenanthroline)

ing complexes of the 5-methyl,

ruthenium dichloride and the correspond5-phenyl, 5,6-dimethyl and 3,5,6,8-

tetramethyl derivatives were prepared by a modification of the method
of Veening and Brandt(49)o

200 ml of water containing 0 0 2gm of RuCl 3

OH20, 005 gm of appropriate ligand and 2.5 gms of hydroxylamine
sulfate was refluxed for two hours.

The resultant mixture was cooled

and extracted several times with benzene.

The volume of the

layer was reduced to about 50 ml by boiling.
hot and then cooled in

an ice bath.

lqueous

The solution was filtered

The resultant precipitate was

recrystallized from watero
1.6-Diaminoyrene was prepared by a modified method of VOllman,
et alo (52)o 10 gms of pyrene in 100 ml of glacial acetic acid, at
90*C, was mixed with stirring to 75 ml of nitric acid.
of 1,4 - and 1,6-dinitropyrene immediately precipitated.

A mixture
This mixture

was stirred for one-half hour at 100*C, cooled, and filtered.
precipitate was thoroughly washed with ethanolo

The

To separate the two

isomers, the above precipitate was added to 100 ml of pyridine, stirred
for several minutes,

filtered and washed.

The pyridine insoluble

0
1,6-dinitropyrene was dried in a vacuum desiccator (m.p. 294-296 C,

uncorrected,

reported 309C)..

1 gm of the purified 1,6-dinitropyrene was added to 20 ml'of
alcoholo

This solution was brought to a boil and 10 ml of an aqueous

- 25 -

60% sodium sulfide solution x4qs slowly added.
for a few hours until it
cooling,

The mixture was refluxed

definitely turned a dark green color.

the solution was vacuum filtered in

After

the absence of oxygen.

The precipitate was washed twice with deoxygenated water and twice with
deoxygenated alcohol.

The resultant 1,6-diaminopyrene was dried in

a vacuum desiccator (mopo

218-220*C,

uncorrected,

reported 23200).

11-daLnipy~reene radical-salt was prepared by a modified method
of Scott, et alo(42) 0.12 gmins of 1,6-diaminopyrene were dissolved in
1000 ml of xylene by stirring overnight.

This solution was continually

bubbled with nitrogen to prevent the oxidation of the diamine.

A

solution of 0005 gms of bromine in 5 ml of carbon tetrachloride was
dropwise added to the xylene solution until the diamine
fluorescence disappeared.
washed with xyleneo

B,

The precipitate was vacuum filtered and

The radical salt was dried in a vacuum desiccator.

Solutions
Ru(bipyr) 3 C12 is slowly air oxidized to the tripositive state

when it is in a 50% sulfuric acid solution.

Thus, all such solutions

were prepared using previously deoxygenated solvents.
Ru(bipyr) 3 Cl2 decomposes over a period of several days in an
EPA solvent (5 parts diethyl ether; 5 parts iso-pentane; 2 parts ethyl
alcohol by volume).

The product was not identified.

All measurements

with this solvent were made within 24 hours of preparation; no
decomposition was evident 0

- 26 -

The 1,6-diaminopyrene radical salt slowly reacted with water
to form an unidentified producto

were kept as dry as possible,

All solutions containing this salt

and all measurements were taken within

an hour of solution preparation.

Co

Spectral Instrumentation
Spectrophotometer - Absorption spectra were recorded using a

Cary Model 14 spectrophotometero
Fluorometer - Emission spectra were recorded with a fluorometer
constructed from Aminco-Building Blocks.
component configuration and optical path,

Figure

11-1 shows the

The monochromators are

Aminco Grating Monochromators (4-8401) equipped with variable slits
(D42-61041) and mounted on an optical bench (D65-61041).

The

excitation monochromator is blazed for 3Wdmumdhile the emission
monochromator is blazed for 500mu,

The sample chamber has provisions

for right angle excitation (C111-61041),

front surface excitation

(C66-62140) and phosphorescence (C195-61041).
The detector is

an EoMoIo 9558 QA photomultiplier.

The photo-

cathode is of a tri-alkali type (S20) which in conjunction with the
quartz window yields a spectral range of 165 to 850mu.

The applied

voltage is 1250 volts across the dynode chain, which for the particular tube employed yields a sensitivity of 300 amps/lumen.

The dynode

chain is a linear configuration with all of the resistors being 200 K
ohm except for a 470 K resistor between the tenth and the eleventh

- 27 -

FIGURE III-1

Fluorometer Constructed from Aminco Building Blocks
Top View

Key
B - Optical bencho
C - Thermoelectric cooler.
D - Detector.
E - Emission monochromator.
F - Fluorescence cell.
G - Grating.
L - Lamp.
M - Front surface mirrorso
S - Slit mechanism
X - Excitation monochromator.

F

- 29 -

dynodeso

Instead of a resistor, a 150 volt Zener diode is used

between the photocathode and the first dynode.

No capacitors were

used in the dynode wiring.
The photomultiplier is powered by a Kepco regulated d.c. supply,
Model ABC 2500M.

At 1000 volts the aoco ripple is about 20 millivolts.

This is a sufficiently low aoc. component for this particular application.

The supply is connected for negative high voltage per the manual

and was

modified by replacing the provided banana plug outlets with

chassis BNC connectors.
The photomultiplier temperature is held at -30*C by a thermoelectric junction.

The particular cooling chamber used is a Products

for Research Model TE-104,

The dynode assembly mentioned above is

designed to mate with the cooler and was purchased from the same
corporation.

The chamber was mounted directly to the optical bench

and alligned with the light beam exciting the emission monochromator.
The output from the photomultiplier anode was filtered by the
LRC network shown below:

IN

Aour

The amplifier used is a Hewlett Packard Model 412-A-VTVM.
input impedance was utilized as the load resistor.

The

The amplifier

output, connected to the recorder, was one volt full-scale regardless

_I ___
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of the range setting.
The noise level of the fluorometer is quite lowo

With an input

impedance of 10 megohms the photomultiplier dark voltage is

usually

about fifty microvolts.
The wavelength driving and monitoring systems are modifications
of those used by Amico

The electrical schematic for the wavelert h

driving system is shown in Figure III-2A.

The scan switch allows the

motor to be driven clockwise (increasing the wavelength),

counter-

clockwise (decreasing the wavelength) or to be turned off.
adjustment controls the rate (in

The speed

mu/sec) that the spectrum is

scanned.

The jog switch bypasses the speed adjustment and operates the motor at
its

fastest rate.

The electrical schematic for the wavelength

monitoring system is

shown in

Figure III-2Bo

The grating is

ically coupled to the 30 K ohm variable resistor.

mechan-

The zero adjust

is

a ten-turn variable resistor.

is

the potential difference between the two variable resistors.

The voltage output to the recorder
The

gain (mu/in) adjustment is made with the recorder.
The recorder is a Hewlett Packard Model 7005B.

The input

impedance is one megohm on both channels (x and y) for the ranges
in use.
Three lamps are currently available for use with the fluorometer;
Xenon, Mercury-Xenon, and Quartz-Iodine.

The Xenon and

4
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FIGURE 111-2

A - Wavelength Driving System
B - Wavelength Monotoring System
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Mercury-Xenon lamps are those supplied by Aminco (416-992 and 416-993
respectively).

The lamp housing (C188-61041) and the lamp power supply

(D2-62000) are also supplied by Amincoo
400 watt Sylvania product (400 T4Q/CL/F).

The Quartz-Iodine lamp is a
The power supply for this

lamp is an 8 amp Variac connected to the house line through an 8 amp
Sola constant voltage transformer.

The lamp is operated at 110 volts.

Both sets of lamps are cooled with forced air when operating.
Lifetimes-Fluorescence and phosphorescence lifetimes were measured
on a spectrometer constructed from a TRW Nanosecond Spectral Source
System.

The system is comprised of a Model 31A Nanosecond Spectral

Source, Model 32A Decay Time Computer, Model 33A Photomultiplier
Unit, Model 34A Fluorescence Excitation Chamber, and two Model 35A
Relay Lens Assemblies.

The signal, measured across a 50 ohm load

resistor, is pre-amplified with a Tektronix Model lAl vertical plugin

and displayed on the upper beam of a Model 556 Oscilloscope.

The

Decay Time Computer output is pre-amplified with a Tektronix Madel B
vertical plug-in and displayed on the lower beam of the same oscilloscope .

Fluorescence lifetimes as short as 1.7 nanoseconds can be

obtained directly from the Decay Time Computero
A phosphorescence attachment was made to fit into the Model 34A
Fluorescence Excitation Chambero

To facilitate this modification, the

Model 35A Fluorescence Sample Holder was removed and replaced with a
piece of sheet metal so constructed as to hold the Aminco phosphorimeter dewar assembly,

When measuring phosphorescence lifetimes of

_U~

_li_

- 34 compounds emitting above 500mu, an RCA 7265 photomultiplier was used
to detect the emission.
tri-alkali type (S20),

The photocathode of this tube is of the
This tube was held in a Pacific Photometric

Instruments potted cryogenic housing Model 77.

The detector assembly

could then be cooled to dry ice temperatures, reducing the dark current.
The photomultipler was powered by a Kepco regulated doc, supply, Model
ABC 2500M.
When measuring phosphorescence lifetimes longer than 100 nanoseconds, the Decay Time Computer was not used.

In this case,

the

photomultiplier output was displayed on the Model 556 oscilloscope
and recorded with a Tektronic Model C-12 camera and Polaroid Type
107 film.

The pulsewidth of the source was insignificant in comparison

to such phosphorescence decays, and simple log intensity-versus-time
plots were used to calculate the lifetimes.
Chemiluminescence-Since the chemiluminescence of interest is
short lived its spectral distribution must be measured under flow
conditions.

The reactants were placed into two 200 ml syringes which

were mounted on a Harvard Appartus Model 600-2-200 syringe pump.
The outlets of the syringes were connected with teflon tubing to a
special mixer.

Figure 111-3 shows the "T" mixer used to introduce

the chemiluminescing solution into the fluorometer cell compartment.
The mixer is constructed from 8 mm glass tubing having a 2 mm bore.
The special feature of the mixer is the platinum gauze which is glass
blown directly into the capillary.

The gauze produced a turbulent flow

^IIS1~CI-----i~
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FIGURE

"T"

II-3

Mixer - Side View

A - Input for reagent Ao
B - Input for reagent B.
G - Platinum gauze.
0 - Output for reaction products.
V - Cross section of mixer viewed by the fluorometer.
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- 37 which greatly enhanced the mixing.

While the solution was flowing, an

emission spectrum was recorded on the fluorometer.
facts are frequently observed,

Since flow arti-

the true spectrum was determined from a

composite of several runs.

Do

Temperature Control
Above ambient-For spectral measurements above ambient, the

cell shown in Figure 111-4 was employed.

Temperature control of the

thermostating liquid was achieved with an Instrumentation Laboratory,
Constant Temperature Bath Model 127.

Temperatures were measured with

a mercury thermometer placed in the thermostating bath.
Below ambient-a cryostat capable of maintaining constant
temperatures from,300* to 68*K was constructed.
in Figure 111-5,

is

spectrophotometer,

mobil,

The entire unit,

and the cryostat can be operated in

shown

the

fluorometer and the nanosecond spectral source

sys temo
An Air Products Cryo-tip nitrogen refrigerator Model AC-1-110
is utilized having a Spectroscopy Shroud WMX-1 modified to accomodate
one-centimeter square Beckman cells (described in Section III G.3).
The cell holder is specially made for our application and is shown in
Figure 111-6.

The shroud windows are Thermal American Spectrosil

A optically flat quartz discs,

13/4 inches in

diameter and 1/8 inch in

thickness.
Gas flow through the refrigerator is controlled with an Air
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FIGURE 111-4

Thermostating Cell

Be ckman ce ll
Thermostating liquid inlet,
Mercury thermometer.
Thermostating liquid outlet.
Rubber stoppero
Test tube.
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FIGURE 111-5

Constant Temperature Cryostat

Key

C - Cryostat with the spectroscopy shroud.
D - Diffusion pump.
E - Electrical control panel.
F - Forepumps.
G - Gas control panel.
H - High pressure flexible nitrogen lines.
J - Lab jack.
M - Medium pressure flexible nitrogen lines.
R - Recorder.
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FIGURE 111-6

Cryostat Cell Holder
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Products Model OC-11 Gas Control Panel, which is
cryostat by flexible gas lines.

This panel is

connected to the

modified by the

replacement of the provided high pressure shut-off valve with a
Whitey microregulation valve Model 22-R54-A.

The source of gas is

a high pressure manifold connected to four tanks of prepurified
nitrogen.

The output of this manifold is

attached directly to a

high pressure regulator, which drops the nitrogen to 200-1500 pounds
per square incho

The medium pressure nitrogen is carried in 1/4 inch
The

copper tubing to several convenient locations in the laboratory.
gas is

then transferred to the Control Panel by a Swagelok flexible

metal hose.
The shroud vacuum is maintained by a Welch Duo-seal vacuum pump
#1405B and a Consolidated Vacuum Corporation MCF-60 two inch water
cooled diffusion pump #8419.

Since the volume of the space to be

evacuated is small, the shroud can be slowly "roughed" through the
operating diffusion pump.

A Vactron Lab tquipment Bellows Valve

CVB-50L-Q separates the cryostat from the vacuum system,

facilitating

sample changes.
A second vacuum pump, Welch Duo-seal high capacity #1397B,
used to evacuate the nitrogen lines.

is

It also provides a vacuum for the

low pressure side of the refrigerator when operation below 80*K is
desired.
Temperatures are determined by use of a calibrated thermocouple which is wrapped around the cold tip of the netrogen refrigerator.

-r---

-- P---

~---L~-------
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The voltage from this device, if

measured with a Leeds and Northrup

Type K-3 Universal Potentiometer, is accurate enough to determine the
temperature to within one degree.

Qualitative observation of temper-

ature changes is possible when the thermocouple output is displayed on
a Varian Model 10-A strip chart recorder.

E. Kinetic Measurements
1i

Slow reactions
For slow reactions the reagents were mixed by stirring and

then transferred to spectrophotometer cell.

The Cary 14 was utilized

by operating the instrument so that it displayed the absorption at a
particular wavelength as a function of time.

Attempts to monitor

solution emission as a function of time failed.
2.

Fast reactions
Basic Instrumentation-The basic instrumentation used

for studying fast reactions was the Durrum-Gibson Stopped-Flow Spectrophotometer.

The principles of operation of this instrument are

set forth elsewhere.(6)

Zero offset, filtering and triggering networks

were ccutructed per the Durrum Manual.
Output-For very fast reactions the signal from the
photomultiplier is amplified by a Tektronix Type 2A63 differential
plug-in and is displayed on a 564 Storage Oscilloscope equipped with a
Type 3B3 time base.

The data are then recorded with a Tektronix

Model C-12 camera and Polaroid Type 107 film.

S46-

For moderately fast reactions the signal from the photomultiplier
is amplified by a Hewlett Packard Model 17501A Input Module and
displayed on a Model 7100B strip chart recorder.
Chemiluminescence Mode-To measure chemiluminescence
intensity, the input to the Durrum Mirror Box must be taped shut so
that room light is

not detected.

The output is

the photomultiplier

signal as a function of time.
Absorption Mode-The light source for the absorption mode
is the 400 watt Sylvania Quartz'Iodine lamp described in conjunction
with the fluorometer.

The lamp,

operated at 100 volts doc.,

is powered

by a series connection of Technipower Model L80-12M and L20-L2M
regulated power supplieso

The monochromator is a Jarrel Ash 0.25

Meter Ebert, Model 82-40O

The monochromated light is adjusted so that

it properly enters the Durrum Mirror Box,

With no absorption, the

voltage applied to the photomultiplier is adjusted for a full-scale
deflection of the recording device.

The output is the photomultiplier

signal as a function of time,

F. Miscellaneous Instrumentation
Electrochemical-Current-voltage curves were measured by
use of Heath Kit Model EUA-19A operational amplitiers and a Model
EUA-19-2 polarpgraphy module.

The results were displayed on a Houston

Model HR-100 x-y recorder.
The reference electrode was a saturated calomel electrode,
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It was separated from the sample solution

unless otherwise mentionedo
by means of a vycor plug.

For aqueous solutions, the indicator

electrode was contructed from a wax impregnated graphite rod.
non-aqueous solutions a platinum electrode was employed.

For

The counter

electrode was platinum and was separated from the bulk of the solution
by a glass frito
Nuclear ,agnetic

Resonance-All nuclear magnetic

resonance spectra were recorded on a Varian Model A-60 NMR spectrometer.
Infrared-All infrared spectra were recorded on a Perkin
Elmer Model 237B infrared spectrometer.
Electron Paramagnetic Resonance-All electron paramagnetic
resonance spectra were recorded on a Varian Model 4502 EPR spectrometer equipped with a 9 inch magnet.
Absolute Fluorescence Spectra-The absolute emission spectra
for compounds emitting at wavelengths lower than 600mtu

were recorded

on a Turner Spectro Model 210.

G.

Procedures
1.

Fluorometer calibration
Wavelength-The emission monochromator can be calibrated

for wavelength accuracy by placing a mercury pen lamp in the sample
chamber and measuring its emission spectrum.

The excitation monochro-

mator can be calibrated by placing a fluorescent solution in the sample
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chamber and running an excitation spectrum using the Mercury-Xenon lamp.
Bandpss-The bandpass of the monochromators can be
identified with the half-width of any spectral line.

Such results must

be corrected for other wavelengths since the bandpass is a cosine
function of the grating angle,

The table below simmarizes the results

for the 3650A mercury line.
Bandpas(

Slitwidtmm)

Bandpass(A)

Slitwidth(mm)

1/8

10

3/4

50

1/4

30

1

80

1/2

40

2

140

Emission-The response of a fluorometer to emitted light
varies considerably as a function of wavelength.

The intensity of

fluorescence, as measured, can be computed by the following equation.
F(h,a
where F (X,X')

)" s(A)

-- I(X)-[I-T(A(

)

1]
III-1

is the measured fluorescence intensity; S(A) is the

wavelength dependent instrumental sensitivity;

*

is the quantum yield

of fluorescence; I (Xi) is the intensity of the exciting wavelength
of light; T (Xi) is the transmission of the fluorescing solution at
the exciting wavelength; and k is a wavelength independent quantity
that depends upon the fraction of the total emitted quanta that arrive
at the detector.
If

the total quanta emitted from a fluorescent substance are

denoted Q, then the spectral distribution will be dQ/dX
instrument output is linear in wavelength.

if

the

If the instrument output

___1_

- 49 is linear in frequency, the spectral distribution is then dQ/dX, which
is equivalent to (dQ/dX)oX 2 (36).

To determine the wavelength dependancy of S(X),

the photo-

multiplier-monochromator combination must be calibrated.

One of the

easiest methods employs a U.So National Bureau of Standards lamp,
which when properly operated emits energy according to Planck's
Blackbody equation (24,45)o
The output of the lamp,

from 380 to 770utu can be calculated

by the equation,
111-2

E()= (.56)5(expc,/0.56 T]-l)
X5 (exp [c 2 /XT]-1)

where c 2 is a constant provided2c with the lamp; Tc is the color
temperature at which the lamp is operated; and 0.56 is the normalizing
wavelength in

microns,

To convert this energy output to quanta, it

is

necessary to multiply by the wavelength since,
Etotal = (number of quanta)

o

hc/X

Once the spectral response of the fluorometer to the standard
lamp has been measured, the sensitivity can be calculated.
instrument is operated at finite bandpass, it
response as dR/dA.

Since the

is usual to express the

The calculated lamp output then becomes dQ/dX,

and the sensitivity and fluorescence intensity are likewise modified.
S(A) is then calculated in a straightforward fashion,

S dR/dX
S()= dIII-/d
dQ/dA

111-3
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Operationally, the light

from the NBS lamp is allowed to

illuminate a microscope slide coated with magnesium oxide(48).
slide is

placed at 45* in

the sample chamber and a spectrum is

This

from the reflected lighto

recorded

Several experimental details must be taken

into account.
The light is very intense and the voltage on the photomultiplIer

a)

will have to be reduced so that the signal can be recorded.
indicated in the Section III-C Fluorometer

As

discussion, a Zener diode
This

should be placed between the photocathode and the first dynode.
assumes that the characteristics of the tube do not change as the
supply voltage is

lowered,

The magnesium oxide layer is formed by burning a strip of

b)

magnesium metal and allowing the smoke to deposit on a clean glass
surface.

First, treat the strip with acetone to remove any rolling oil

that may be presento

Then ignite the strip with burning ethanol,

since this will not contaminate the smoke or strip

Put two separate

0

layers on the glass plate, one on top of the other,
The reflectivity of the magnesium oxide is

c)
X

240
260
280
300
320
340
360
380

% REFLECTED

96
94
91
92
93
93+
94
95

X

400
420
440
460
480
500
600
700

as follows:

% REFLECTED

97.4
97.7
97.9
98.2
98.4
98.6
99.4
99.7
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d)

For any instrument where polarization is important, use two

reflective surfaces.

Let the NBS lamp illuminate one surface which

in turn illuminates the second surface.

The instrument will then

monitor the light reflected from the second surface.
Be positive that any area the photomultiplier "sees" is

e)

flat black, excepting the illuminated magnesium oxide surface.
f)

A check should always be made to see how valid corrections
Remember that

made with one slit width are for another slit setting.
width.

implies a finite slit

dR/dX
g)

Also remember that the bandpass of a grating monochromator
if

varies as a function of the cosine of the grating angle.

the

standard lamp varies as a function of bandpass, this affect probably
should be taken into account.
Figure 111-7 shows the NBS lamp output in units of energy and
quanta, the measured response curve and the calculated sensitivity.
All of the data are normalized to unity at 560mp.
that the value of dR/dX

It

to be noted

is

did not change upon going from 1/8 mm

slitwidth to a 1 mm slitwidth.
bandpass or grating angle.

Therefore,

no correction was made for

No correction was deemed necessary for the

wavelength dependence of the magnesium oxide reflection.
also shows the calculated monochromator efficiency curve.

Figure 111-7
These latter

data were determined by dividing the calculated sensitivity by the
published response curve for the photomultiplier (13).

The result

agrees with Aminco's data for their 500qpulblazed grating.
Excitation-The intensity of an excitation source varies

FIGURE 111-7

Detector Calibration Curves

Key

E - NBS lamp output in

energy.

M - Monochromator efficiency.
Q - NBS lamp output in
R - Measured responseo
S - Sensitivity.

quanta.
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considerably as a function of wavelength,

The source output can be

determined by use of the following consideration.
For the case of a fluorescent substance having a wavelength
independent quantum yield in solutions where T(A')< 1% the intensity
of fluorescence, as measured,

can be computed by the following equation.

F(X,A)=kos(X) o°I(X

111-4

v)

If an excitation spectrum is measured for such a case, the fluorescence intensity at any fixed emission wavelength then becomes,
F (

)=koI(X')

111-5

It is then possible to directly determine I(A~) since it is related
only by a constant to the measurable FX (').

-2

Operationally, a 2 x 10-2 M solution of Rhodamine-B in ethylene
glycol is

utilized (53,47,54).

independent of A'

This solution has a quantum yield

In a 1 mm cell such a solution will absorb above

2.0 at all wavelengths lower than 600mu.
A front surface excitation spectrum is used to measure F (!)
and a

64

0mu

,4gh-pass filter

is

inserted before the emission mono-

chromator to insure that no scattered source output reaches the
photomultiplier.
Figure 111-8 shows the measured output of both the Xenon(-and -1
Quartz-Iodine lamps.

It is

to be noted that the Xenon lamp output

did change upon going from 1 to 1/2 mm slitwidth.
Iodine lamp output did not changeo

However the Quartz-

No correction was made for the
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FIGURE 111-8

Spectral Distribution of Lamps

X - Xenon lamp,

1mm slitwidth.

Q - Quartz-iodine lamp
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presence of the front surface mirror in the measuring configuration.
Calibration check-The fluorescence spectrum of a dilute
solution of fluorescein was measured, at the same excitation waveThe

length, on both the Aminco and the Turner Spectro Model 210.

Aminco data were corrected for instrumental sensitivity and normalized
to match the Turned spectrum at the emission maximum.
are shown in Figure III-9.

Both curves

The match is very good except at long

wavelengths where the Turner is known to overcompensateo

It

is thus

shown that the calculated Aminco sensitivities are correct.
2. Quantum Yield
Wavelength Independent-By integrating the combinations
of Equations. III-1 and III-3 the following expression for relating
the area under the corrected emission curve to the quantum yield can
be derived0
A

d_
dX

--dF/dA =ko*I(A')*[1-T(A

1) ]

III-6

ds/dX

This equation is true as long as 4 and k are independent of X.
If the same excitation wavelength is used for both the unknown,

u, and the standard, s, the following equation can be derived from
Equation 111-6.
Au

--

As

,1 [1-T ]
=

C.s* [l-Tss ]

III-7

For all the quantum yields measured, rubrene was used as the
standard.

In dilute (T(X') >99%) n-hexane solutions, this compound
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FIGURE 111-9

Fluorometer Calibration Check

-

-. Turner fluorescein spectrumo

oooo - Corrected Aminco fluorescein spectrum.
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has a quantum yield of unity.
=

Equation III-7 then simplifies to

A" [1-Ts]
Aso [-lTu]

When T(A') < 80%, it

111-8

is best to account for the change in the

intensity of the exciting light as it traverses the sample cell(17).
The equation for the quantum yields, so corrected, becomes
SA o[l-Tr]!oF

-. T
where F = exp (-abc),

Tu]IFu
and "a" is

111-9
the molar absorptivity, b is

the

distance between the front of the cell and the point of observation,
and c is

the molar concentration.

For all solutions requiring this correction, a 1 mm mask was
placed in front of the sample cell so that b=1/2 and F=exp(-1/2"
absorption) ,
Wavelength Dendent-Equation 111-4 can be used to
determine the quantum yield as a function of exciting wavelength.

By

monitoring the fluorescence at a fixed wavelength, for a solution where
T (A')
is

< 1% over all,of the wavelengths of interest, Equation 111-4

reduced to
( ')=k

where F (A')

is

III-10

(

the measured excitation spectrum and I (X')

is

the

lamp intensity.
3.

Deoxygenation and cells
All spectal measurements,

except those in the ultra-

violet, were performed using Beckman one-centimeter square pyrex

- 61 cells modified by the addition of 8 mm pyrex 10/30 outer ground
glass joints.

All solutions were deoxygenated in these cells by

bubbling with nitrogen.
III-10.

The apparatus used is shown in Figure

The nitrogen, pre-saturated with solvent, is rapidly flowed

for several minutes to flush the system free of oxygen.

Then the

bubbling capillary is lowered through stopcock Sl into the sample
solution.

All solutions are bubbled for 15 minutes.

is removed through stopcock Sl, which is then closed.

The capillary
The solution

is frozen solid with liquid nitrogen and stopcock S2 is opened to
the house vacuum.

The stems on the Beckman cells are then sealed

by heating and collapsing the tubing.

tA comparison with vacuum degassing demonstrated that the deoxygenation
method described above was adequate for all of the measurements of
interest.

- --~- ~L SL~---
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FIGURE III-10

Deoxygenation Apparatus

Ke

B - Capillary bubbler,
C - Beckman cell,
J - 10/30 ground glass jointo
N - Nitrogen inlets,

from solvent bubblers.

S - Sealed section of the stem.
Sl - Two-way stopcock.
S2 - Three-way stopcock0
V - Vacuum inlet.
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PHOTOLUMINESCENCE STUDIES

IV.

A.

Results
Absorption and Emission Spectra

1o

Chelate spectra-The room temperature absorption and emission
spectra of the Ru(bipyr) 3 C12 complex in water are shown in Figure
IV-1o
3.10,

Absorption bands appear at 5.40, 4.80, 4.20, 4.00, 3.50,
-l
. The emission maximum appears
2.90, 2.55, 2.37 and 2.20p
No large solvent effects were observed on either the

at 1.60p-1,

locations of the maxima or the intensities of the bands.

The spectral

data for several solvents are summarized in Table IV-1.
Low temperature absorption and emission spectra of the chelate
in an ethanol:

methanol (5:1) glass are shown in Figure IV-2.

most intense absorption band appears at 2.20
emission appears at 1.70u -

.

-1

The

while that for

Both the emission and absorption bands

exhibit a regular vibronic progression; the spacing of the absorption

-1

band is ca. 0.17I

-1.

while that of the emission band is ca. 0.13pI

2,2'-Bipyridine spectra-Figure IV-3 shows the absorption and
emission spectra of 2,2'-bipyridine in 50% sulfuric acid.

in

this

medium, both nitrogens are protonated and the electrical properties
will be similar to those found in the coordinated compound.
bands appear at 5.10, 4.40 and 3.45-1.
appears at

2.13$

-1

3

.00

-

o

Absorption

The fluorescence maximum

and the phosphorescence maxima appear at 2.25 and
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TABLE IV-1
Band Maxima and Intensities

Solvent

1

2

H20

2.20 a
1.4 2 b

2.37
1.19

50%H2 SO 4

2,21
1.34

DMSO:H 0
2:1

3

4

5

6

2.55
0.53

2.90
0,59

3.10
1.04

3.50
8,35

4.00
2.33

4.12
2,72

2.33
1,10

2,54
0,50

2.86
0,58

3.15
1.04

3.50
8.40

3.97
2.40

4.12
2.60

2.20
1.46

2.32
1,23

2.54
0.56

2.86
0.60

3.08
1.06

EtOH:MeOH
5:1

2.22
1.46

2.35
1.20

2054
0,54

2.86
0.57

3.15
1.06

3.48
8.80

3.95
2.50

4.10
2.80

EPA

2.21
1,35

2.32
1.21

2.53
0.58

2.80
0.62

3.08
1.07

3.48
7.23

3.95
2.10

4.11
2.40

-1
a) Band maxima in
b) Band intensities in liter/mole-cm

7

8
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FIGURE IV-1

Absorption and Emission Spectra of Ru(bipyr) 3Cl

A - B -
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Emission is corrected for photomultiplier-monochromator
response, and is

in relative units.
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FIGURE IV-2

Low Temperature Absorption and Emission Spectra
of Ru(bipyr) 3 C1 2

Absorption and ----- emission spectra of Ru(bipyr) C1
3
2
in an ethanol:methanol (5:1) glass at 77*K.

The luminescence is

corrected for detector-monochromator response, and is in relative units
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FIGURE IV-3

Absorption and Emission Spectra of 2,2'-Bipyridine in 50% H2SO
4

Key

_______-5

Absorption, 2 0 5x10-5M,

-5

1cm path length, room temperature.

----- Fluorescence, 2.5x10-5M,

77*K.

... 0 Phosphorescence, 2.5x10-5M,

77K

Both emission spectra are corrected for detector-monochromator
response, and are in

relative units.
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It
is

was found that the half-width of the ligand band at 3.450-1

temperature dependent.

Figure IV-4 shows this band measured at
-1

o

both room temperature and 77 K.
-1

The half-width was 0O17p-

at

o

room temperature and 0.13p-1 at 77 K.
Infrared spectra-The infrared spectra of 2,2'-bipyridine and
the chloride salt of its ruthenium(II) chelate are shown in Figures
IV-5 and IV-6,

Both spectra were recorded utilizing

respectively.

potassium bromide pellets.

A comparison of the two curves indicates

a one-to-one correspondence between most of the ligand and chelate
bands.

are evident in the chelate

However, at least two new bands

spectrum that are not in the ligand spectrum.
1450 cm

-1

and 1310 cm
2

-1

They are located at

o

Temperature Dependent Spectral Properties

Spectral Data-Both the luminescence quantum yield and lifetime of Ru(bipyr) 3 C12 are strongly temperature dependent.
IV-7 shows the lifetime as a

function

of temperature in two different

glass forming solvent mixtures - ethanol:

methanol and 50% H2 S O4o

The temperature at which the large increase in
corresponds visually to glass formation.

Figure

lifetime occurs

A comparable increase does

not occur in the quantum yield, which remains essentially the same
before and after glass formation.
IV-8 for an EPA solvent,

This result is shown in Figure
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FIGURE IV-4

Temperature Dependence of the Half-width of the

-i

Protonated Ligand 3.45 p-

Band

Key

-

Absorption at room temperature
Absorption at 77°Ko
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FIGURE IV-5

Infrared Spectrum of 2,2'-Bipyridine
KBr Pellet
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FIGURE IV-6

Infrared Spectrum of Ru(bipyr)
3 C1 2
KBr Pellet
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FIGURE IV-7

Dependence of the Ru(bipyr)
3 C1 2
Lifetime on Temperature
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FIGURE IV-8

Dependence of the Ru(bipyr) 3 C1 2 Quantum Yield
and Lifetime on Temperature

Keyl

ooooo Quantum yield.
AAAAA Lifetime.
Both in EPA solvent.
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Mathematical Treatment-The temperature dependence of the
luminescence quantum yield and lifetime, at temperature above glass
formation, is treated mathematically in a manner analogous to that
outlined by other workers (2, 28).

The reciprocal of the lifetime

can be defined as the sum of all rate constants for reactions
depleating the concentration of the excited state responsible for
emission.

This can be formulated as,
1/T=k e + En k' do + Em k dm exp (-AH m!T)
m

IV-

i

the rate constant for the emission process; k'dn is

where ke is

the rate constant for the nth temperature independent non-emissive
process; kdm is

the frequency factor for the mth temperature dependent

non-emissive process; and AH
temperature dependent process.

is

the activation energy for the mth
a

The quantum yield can be defined in

similar mannero
If

the above mathematical analysis is

correct,

the value of k e

should be determinable at any temperature by dividing the luminescence
quantum yield, o, by the lifetime.

The values of t,

shown in Table IV-2 for an EPA solvent,
at 2.9 x 10

5

sec

-1

4 and ke are

The value of ke is constant

, except for 80*K where the solvent glass formation

has started.
If it is assumed that only one temperature dependent process is
operative, and if we define I/r'-Eke+k'dn,' then the Arrhenius equation
can be derived from Equation IV-i, as,
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TABLE IV-2
Temperature Dependance

of the Luminescence Quantum Yield and Lifetime*

T(K)

~I_

r

(9

sec)

ke (sec -

285

00270

0.926

2.9

275

0.316

1.07

3.0

265

0.333

1.14

2.9

255

0 360

1.24

2.9

245

0.388

1.36

2.9

235

0.407

1.42

2.9

225

0.418

1.46

2.9

215

0 452

1.53

3.0

205

0.467

1.57

3.0

185

S0515

1.60

3.2

148

0.543

1.87

2.9

103

00637

2.11

3.0

80

0.746

3.75

2,0

__

__ _

_

*Ru(bipyr) 3 C12 in EPA, 5 x10

-5

M

x 10 -5)
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-AH
log(l/T-l/T')=- - +

IV-2

An analogous procedure yields the equation
loA H +

iV-3

e
of luminescence; and 4'z
yield
where 0 is the overall quantum
ke/(ke+Ek' dn)
Arrhenius Plots-An Arrhenius plot of the lifetimes using Equation
IV-2, yields both the energies of activation and the frequency factors
found in Table IV-3,

All of the data in this table, except that for

EPA, were obtained at temperatures above ambient, where the rates
of the temperature independent processes were comparatively small.
Figure IV-9 shows a sample plot for a DMF solvent.
For EPA, the data were obtained at temperatures below ambient,
and the values of the temperature independent parameters (T' or 4')
were emperically established so that the data best fit a linear plot.
Figure IV-10 shows a plot of the corrected data for the EPA solvent.
3.

Wavelength Dependence of the Quantum Yield
The quantum yield luminescence for the Ru(bipyr) 3 CL2

complex was measured as a function of exciting wavelength at 77'K.
Figure IV-11 shows the Quartz-Iodine lamp output and excitation
spectra for a concentrated solution of the chelate in an ethanol:
Methanol glass.
a)
uration.

Three separate curves are shown:

the capillary masked in a front surface excitation configThis spectrum matches the lamp output quite well.
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TABLE IV-3
Arrhenius Constants from Lifetime Data*

Constants
AH (cm -1 )

885
1.2x10 8

kd (sec-1)

*for Ru(bipyr) 3 Cl

EPA

H20

2

at 5 x 10 -

5

DMF

1,400

1,600

5.0x10 8

2.4x10 4

M.

EtOH:

MeOH.

3,100

-

87 -

FIGURE IV-9

Arrhenius Plot for Ru(bipyr) 3 C12 in DMF

6.2

6.10Cm

6.0

3.1

I

I

3.2

3.3

xIO )

3.4
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FIGURE IV-10

Arrhenius Plots for EPA

Key

AAAA

Quantum yield with *'=0.480.

ooooo Lifetime, with T'=1.67

AH=1,400 cm
intercept is 3.22.

-1

sec.

, lifetime intercept is 8.70, quantum yield
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FIGURE IV-11

Excitation Spectra of Ru(bipyr) 3 C1
2

Key

Lamp output.
Front surface excitation spectrum.
.....

Normal 90* excitation spectrum.

---

Unmasked cello

°

I
2.0

1.8

Frequency
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/
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2.0
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Frequency ( pl)
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b)

the capillary masked in a normal 90* excitation configuration.

This spectrum shows a large discrepancy, probably due to changes in the
emission-intensity-distance

profile across the tube diameter.

This

profile change would be caused by relatively small increases in
c)
is

the capillary in

an unmasked configuration.

some linear combination of excitation curves (a)

T (').

This spectrum

and (b).

The

shape varies considerably as a function of the position of the quartz
capillary tube.
This particular set of spectra indicates that great care must
be taken to properly determine the wavelength dependency of the quantum
yield under the necessary experimental conditions.
it

is

thus evident that no change in
4.

the quantum yield is

observed.

Wavelength Dependence of the Emission Lifetime
The emission lifetime,

in

For Ru(bipyt) 3 Cl2

an ethanol:

for the Ru(bipyr) 3 C12 complex

methanol glass at 77*K, was measured

exciting wavelength.

s a function of

The lamp used, provided by E. Meserve of TRW,

had spectral lines in the wavelength region 300 to 600 mp.

Figure IV-12

shows the log intensity vs. time plots for both "blue" and "red"
excitation.

To the accuracy of the experiment no difference in

the

lifetime was observedo
Bo

Discussion
1.

Transition types
Figure IV-13 shows the orbital diagram for Ru(bipyr) C1 ,
3
2
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FIGURE IV-12

Log Intensity vs. Time Plots for
Ru(bipyr) 3 C12 Emission

Key

ooooo Excitation with frequencies smaller than 1.95

-1

i-

-i
+++++ Excitation with frequencies larger than 2.04 U-1
Measured in an ethanol:methanol glass at 77*K.
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FIGURE TV-13

Orbital Diagram for Ru(bipyr)
3 C12

The diagram is consistent with D3 symmetry.
a [Kr]4d 6 low-spin configurationo
orbitals filled,

A is

The metal ion has

The ligands have all of the a- and r

the trigonal splitting0

__

e (-r*)

e(d *)
4

o2

V
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o,(d)
e(d)
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igonds
Metol

Ligonds
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consistent with D3 symmetry, used in this paper for the classification
of transition types.

Most discussion of the electronic properties of

Ru(bipyr) 3 Cl 2 have assumed an orbital diagram compatible with octahedral
microsymmetry of the ruthenium-nitrogen skeleton, even though the
overall symmetry of the complex is
between the two symmetries is

D3o

The only significant difference

the separation of the t

into al(d) and e(d) components (t).

2

(d)

The energy separation

orbitals
A,

of these

components will depend upon the amount of trigonal splitting, which
-l
has been determined to be 0,20p-1 for this complexo As Palmer and
Piper have shown (33)

this splitting is

not necessarily related to a

geometric distortion from the Oh microsymmetry,
to a degree of covalency in
(16)

the bonding°

but may also be due

Calculations in

our laboratory

have shown that sigma bonding alone can yield the trigonal splitting

observed in both this bipyridine complex and those discussed by Palmer
and Piper (33)o
The electronic transitions of Ru(bipyr) 3 C12 can be separated
into four general categories as shown in Figure IV-13.
the ligand 1-~*

transitions; 7na

2

(r*)

and w*e(w*).

d-d* metal transitions; e(d)+ e(d*) and al(d)*e(w *).
the charge-transfer d~r*

The first are

The second are the
The third are

transitions; e(d)+a 2 (w*) and al(d)-+a2 (w*),

e(d)+e(*) and al(d)+e(r*)o

The fourth is

and

thedkarge-transferw+d*

t In the notation used in this thesis (d) indicates a metal orbital
and (w) indicates a ligand orbital.
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transition,

x*e(d*),

mixed,

not proper, other than for classification,

it

is

Since the electronic states will be strongly
to treat the

ligand and metal orbitals as two separate manifolds.
d+ 'r*transitions are both

The two low energy charge-transfer
electronically allowed.

The e(d)+ a 2 (7r*) transition,

designatedJiCT,

is polarized perpendicular to the C3 axis of the complex, while the
al(d)+ a 2 (*)

transition, designated ii CT, is polarized parallel to

the C3 axiso

This agrees wtbh the single crystal absorption data of
According to their data the IJ CT band has a

Palmer and Piper(33)
low intensity.

probably due to a lack of overlap of the al(d)

This is

orbital with the a 2 (n)
2.

orbitals

Absorption and Emission

A comparison of the chelate and protonated ligand
absorption spectra,

Figure IV-i and IV-3 respectively,

identification of the chelate ro7* transitions.
chelate spectrum at 3.50

1 and 5.49p

derived from the ligand 7-+a

2

(7*)

aids in

the

The bands in the

can thus be assigned as those

and r+e(T*) transitions, respectively,

according to the nomenclature of Figure IV-13.
The unusual broadness of the ligand
to the chelate 3o50p-1 band is
bondo

This is

-l
o 5p-1 band in

3 4

comparison

due to rotation about the 2,2'-carbon

substantiated by the half-width data.

3.45 -1 ligand band halfwidth is
chelate band at room temperature.

At 77 0 K,

the

the same as that for the 3.50P-1

m

-

100 -

The two remaining intense bands, at ca. 2.3P- 1 and 4.1P-1,
the chelate spectrum have been assigned as charge-transfer d+*

in
transitions

on the basis of Jorgensen's (23)assignments for similar complexes.

Both

of these charge-transfer bands have two vibronic components resolved at
room temperature, 4o20i 1-

and 4.001 for the high energy transition and

2,37u-1 and 2o20p-1 for the low energy transition.

There is a reversal

in the intensitites of the vibronic components of the ca.4.1

=i

comparison to those of the ca.

2 .3_1

band.

-I

band in

This difference is probably

caused by a r-e(d*) charge-transfer transition.

Assignment of the

bands of lower intensity cannot be made with certainty. The shoulder
-1
at 4.80p-1 can be attributed to a 7irr* transition, since it also appears
in the ligand spectrum.
metal al(d)-

The bands at 2o90piL and 3.10p1 could be the

e(d*) and e(d)+ e(d*) transitions,

Crosby and Klassen (25) attributed the low temperature absorption
and emission progressions to a perturbed vibration of the ar6matic ring.
Some doubt concerning this conclusion is found in the paper by
Schilt and Taylor (40),

which compares the infra-red spectrum of 2,2'-

bipyridine with several of ips metal chelates.

The ring frequencies of

the free 2,2'-bipyridine were assigned to bands at 1450 cm-1 and 1600 cm- 1
In all cases it was observed that the ring frequencies were increased
upon coordination.

Thus it

-i
is improbable that the 0.13p-1 emission

progression is due to a perturbed virbration of the aromatic ring.

101 -
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Shilt and Taylor (40) obliterated a large segment of the spectral
region by measuring the infra-red spectra of the perchlorate salts of
the metal chelates in Nujol mulls.

This precluded their commenting on

the frequencies of interest to this study.
From the infrared spectra in Figures IV-5 and IV-6 it was noted
that at least two new bands are present in the chelate spectrum, those
-1
-1
and 1310 cm
at 1450 cm

o

With the amount of experimental data

presently available, it is impossible to determine with certainty
the origin of these bands.

However,

it

is

possible that both the

emission progression and the new infra-red bands are due to rutheniumnitrogen skeletal vibrations from structures such as:

\

/

N-

Ru
3.

Long-Wavelength Absorption Band

The long-wavelength absorption tail in the vicinity of
-1
1.8 - 1.9p -1

cannot be due to the normal tailing of an electronic

transition because of the large frequency difference of 0.50P -1
between the emission and the absorption peaks.

Crosby et al. (10)

suggested that this absorption tail was due to a d+ d* transition.
However, Palmer and Piper (33) demonstrated that the d-orbital split
(10 Dq) would be very large for the Ru(bipyr) 3 C12 complex, and any
d +d* spin-allowed transitions would appear at energies higher than the

- 102 charge-transfer band at cao

2

.3

-i
-1

Crosby and Klassen (25) later assumed that the long-wavelength
tail was due to vibronic components of the
leads to unresolvable difficulties.

CT band.

This assumption

First, it can be demonstrated

that the emission observed cannot arise from a spin-allowed transition
-1
Using the equations
associated with the CT band at cao 23 p-1.
given by Suzuki (46)

for determining intrinsic lifetimes from absorption

data, and the integrated band intensity (t) given by Palmer and Piper
(33), a value of 87 nanoseconds can be calculated if the emission came
from the excited state associated with the LCT band.

The experimental

lifetime at 80*K is about four microseconds, inconsistent with such an
interpretation.
Second,

Crosby and Demas (11), in

assigning the emission as

phosphorescence, indicated that there is no gap between the end of
the absorption band and the start of the emission.

If the singlet-

triplet energy split were very small, at room temperature the lifetime of the emission would be equal to that for the spin-allowed
transition, because of the thermal equilibrium established between
the lowest triplet and the lowest excited singlet states.
experimentally observedo
_

_I

_ _

I_

t Divided by three since there are three legands.

This is

not

- 103 -

If the long-wavelength absorption tail were due to the II CT
transition, the emission could then be due to fluorescence from
the excited state associated with this transition.

The polarization

data of Palmer and Piper (33)

show that the ICT transition is

times more intense than the

I CT

transition.

This yields a calculated

fluorescence lifetime of 2.3psecs for emission from the
However, if

26.5

I 'CT state.

the emission were fluorescence, the absence of phosphores-

cence cannot be explainedo

The extent of spin-orbit coupling in

a

molecule containing ruthenium, should yield a large rate of intersystem
crossing, thus significantly populating the lowest triplet level
and partially removing the spin-forbiddenness of phosphorescence.
This would result in a high population of the lowest triplet level
and both fluorescence and phosphorescence would be expected at 77*K.
Such is

not observedo

Paris (34)

suggested that the absorption tail

was a singlet-triplet transitiono

on the IICT band

Normally this type of transition

would be forbidden, but the spin-orbit coupling will partially remove
the applicability of the spin selection rules.

An increase in the

strength of singlet-triplet transitions would also shorten the lifetime of phosphorescnece.

It will be shown that Paris' interpretation

is consistent with all of our experimental data, that the long wavelength absorption tail is most probably a singlet-triplet transition
and that the emission is
transition.

the phosphorescence associated with this

- 104 4.

Tempreature Dependent Spectral Properties

Figure IV-7 shows the lifetime of Ru(bipyr)
function of temperatureo
The first
shown in

is

3

Cl 2 as a

This curve can be resolved into three sections.

the large change occuring with glass formation.

Figure IV-8, this change does not occur in

As

the quantum yield.

This indicates that the excited state rate constants important at these
temperatures are changed by a multiplicative factor which divides out
in

the quantum yield expression.

is

phosphorescence,

Assuming that the observed em6s.ion

this multiplicative factor can probably be

associated with a decrease in spin-orbit coupling resulting from the
rigidity of the glass.
The second section of the lifetime-temperature curve is that
at temperatures from about 200*K and lower to the glass formation
point.

In this region,

there seems to be a process occuring that

involves a small energy of activation.

Again assuming phosphorescence,

this can be tentatively assigned as due to an internal conversion
between an excited vibrational level of the lowest triplet state and
the ground stateo The energy of activation would then be that
energy necessary to promote the molecule to the coupled vibrational
level of the triplet responsible for this internal conversion process.
The data are not sufficiently precise to determine AH or kd.

-
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The last segment of the curve is that at temperatures above
Here the assumption of only one important temperature dependent

200*Ko

process is valid.
next section.

The nature of this process will be discussed in the

The Arrhenius data in Table IV-3 obtained for several

solvents are reasonably similar.

However, all mixed solvents, except

EPA, yielded anomalously large activation energies and frequency factors.
In Table IV-3,
example.

the ethanol:

methanol solvent is shown as typical

The cause of the increased Arrhenius constants has not yet

been determinedo
5. State Diagram
A state diagram corresponding to a phosphorescence
mechanism of luminescence for Ru(bipyr) 3 Cl 2 is shown schematically
in Figure IV-14.

All of the singlet state energies shown in the

diagram were determined directly from absorption spectra except that
the

I ICT

stateo

The only triplet state energy directly determined

from absorption and emission spectra was the lowest triplet level.
The transition assignments for the triplet charge-transfer
states are consistent with the spectral data.

A fluorescence life-time

of 2.3 psecs has been calculated in this paper for the

IJCT transition.

If the emission were phosphorescence associated with this transition,
spin selection rules would have to be completely removed in order to
yield the measured lifetime of 4 usecs.

If these selection rules

were removed, singlet-triplet absorption bands would occur with the

~

_ __
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FIGURE IV-14

Ru(bipyr) 3 C12 State Diagram
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same intensity as singlet-singlet absorption bands.
data do not indicate that this is

true,

The.

therefore we have assigned

the lowest triplet level to the ICT transition.
In pure solvents the Arrhenius data probably represent the
deactivation of the lowest excited triplet state by the thermal
population of the

ICT band.

Since the energy of activation from

the Arrhenius plots would respresent the lowest triplet to lowest
excited singlet energy difference, the energy of the I'CT singlet
is

thus established.
Using the transition energies shown in Figure IV-14, the value

of 10 Dq can be calculated to be 2,96p - 1,

while the value of the

trigonal splitting can be calculated to be 0.20

-l

.

The magnitude

of this trigonal splitting is in agreement with that found by Palmer
and Piper (33) for the tris-bipyridine nickel(IlD complex, and the
magnitude of 10 Dq is in agreement with the discussion in their
footnote 88o
The intrinsic fluorescence lifetime associated with the ICT
transition has been calculated, in this paper, to be 87 nanoseconds.
Using the rule that spin-forbidden transitions occur at rates of
106 less than those processes spin-allowed, a phosphorescence rate
-i
constant (k ) of 12 sec

is

predicted for the

CT transitioh.

If the emission rate constants (Ke ) in Table VI-1 were taken to be
that of phosphorescence, then the spin-orbit coupling must enhance

- 109 -

spin-forbidden processes by a factor of about 104.

This enhancement

would also increase the magnitude of the intersystem crossing rate
constant (kix) to about 1011 to 10 12, since molecules with no large
amounts of spin-orbit coupling have corresponding rates of 107 to
108

Two consecutive excited state processes are involved in the
thermal deactivation of the excited triplet.

Thus a complex mathema-.

tical relationship will be necessary to evaluate the Arrhenius data,
unless one of the rate constants associated with these two processes
is much larger than the other.
are of the magnitude of 10

8

Since the frequency factors in Table II

9
-1
to 109 sec
and the intersystem crossing

rates are expected to be of the magnitude of 1011 and 1012, the frequency
factors can be identified with the singlet internal conversion rate
constant (ki

c)

and Equations IV-2 and IV-3 can be considered valid.
is in agreement

The assignment of the frequency factors as k
with the data in two respectso

First, the calculations performed in

this paper predict an emission rate constant from the
of 4.3 x 10

5

-1
sec 1

Since the values of k

IICT

singlet

1
are at least one
ic

thousand times larger than the emission rate constant, only 10-3
of the thermally populated singlets should emit.

To the limit

of the instrumentation used, no luminescence to the blue of the
phosphorescence could be detected.

Second, the quantum yield of

phosphorescence should vary with the exciting wavelength to the extent

- 110 -

4

of kx/(k

+k c),

depending on whether the excitation were on the
With the previously mentioned

ICT singlet or the ICT triplet band,
value of k

ix

and ki,
the ratio should be unity.
ic"

Experimentally it

was determined that kix must be at least one hundred times larger
than k

ic
The value of the rate constant for internal conversion between

the lowest excited triplet andthe ground state (k ) can be determined
ic

4

from the measured lifetime and k , at any temperature where the thermal
population of the excited singlet is
time chosen was T

4,

t

'

and the value of k

negligible.
3
ic

For EPA the life-

determined was 3ol x 10

5

sec

-1

o
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V,

Chemiluminescence Studies
A.

Qualitative Observations
1.

Chelate reactions
Two different types of systems producing chemiluminescence

by electron transfer to a potential emitter have been investigated.

The

overall reaction for the firsit type of system studied can be written
as
ML

+m

+ reductant - ML

+n

+hv

where M represents a metal ion and L a suitable ligand.
The tetra-chloro complexes of lead(IV), thallium(III) and tin
(IV)

were reduced to the fluorescent lower stable oxidation state.

None of the reactions chemiluminesced

The lack of emission could be

due to a change in the ligand number or a geometric reorientation, both
of which would drain away the e~rgy of any excited states produced.
Attemps to chemiluminesce the tris-bipyridine complex of
iridium(IV) were unsuccessfulo
three oxidation state.

The complex was synthesised in the plus-

Most probably the strongoxidizing conditions

necessary to produce the higher oxidation state decomposed the-chelate.
One successful group of complexes was that containing ruthenium
(III) as the central metal iono
5-methyl

-1,10-phenanthroline,

The ligands were 2,2'-bipyridine,
5,6-dime'thyl -1,10-phenanthroline, and

3,5,6,8-tetramethyl -1,10-phenanthroline

.

The correspondingl,10-

phenanthroline complex did not chemiluminesce.

This is probably due to

C
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the reactive 5,6 position on the phenanthroline ring.
be difficult for one of the reagents involved in

It would not

either oxidation or

reduction to chemically attack these positions.
Experimentally,
ruthenium(II)

an acidic, aqueous solution millimolar in

complex was treated with solid lead dioxide.

the

The lead

dioxide was subsequently separated by centrifugation from the resulting
solution of the ruthenium(III)

complex.

The ruthenium(III) solution

was then added to aqueous base and light emission was observed.
Subsequent spectroscopic examination of the reacted solution showed
that the ruthenium complex had been reduced to its initial oxidation
The intensity of the emitted light depended upon the strength

stateo

of the base usedo
in

When a solution of the Ru(III) (bipyr)3 Cl3 complex

0 o lN sulfuric acid was allowed to react with 9N NaOH,

chemiluminescence was clearly visible in

the orange

a dimly lighted room.

duration of light emission was very short,

The

generally less than one

secondo
One other reducing agent gave a chemiluminescent reaction.

If

the ruthenium(III) complex was generated in 0.1N H2S0 4 and 0.1N
N2H 4 in the same solvent was added, the emitted light was quite intense.
By choosing different ratios of chelate to reducer,
could be made to behave differently.
and

LM N2 H4 ,

first met.

the chemiluminescence

At low ratios, i.e. 10-3M chelate

the light emission occured only',where the two solutions
The intensity of the light was very high.

At higher ratio*,
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i o e.

-

-3

5 x 10-3M chelate and 10-2M N2 H4,

ten to twenty minutes.

the light emission lasted for

However, the intensity was very low.

Other oxidizing and reducing agents were tried with little
successo

Solid Pb02 is advantageous because it leaves nothing in the

solution to interfer with the reducing agent.

Gaseous chlorine was

successfully employed as an oxidant, however, it had a tendency to
remain in

the aqueous acidic solutions and react with most of the

reducers subsequently added,

A survey of many oxidizers indicated

that most would produce the ruthenium(III)
in

the chemiluminescence procedureo

oxidize the r thenium(II)

chelate but interfer later

Hydrogen peroxide would not even

chelate to the plus-three oxidation state.

Many reducing agents would not yield light.
are TiCl 3 , Na 2 SO3, Na S20
2

3

Examples from this group

, and SnC120

The reversability of the reaction was demonstrated with a sodium
hydroxide reducing agent.
chelate in 0 0 1N H2SO 4

A millimolar solution of the ruthenium(II)

was oxidized with Pb02.

The resultant solution

was centrifuged and added to an equal volumeof O.lN NaOH producing
chemiluminescence.

The pH was restored to its

addition of concentrated H2 S04.
times.

initial

value by the

The whole procedure was repeated five

At the end of the series of reactions the solution was spectro-

scopically examined.

No chelate has been decomposed,

and the

spectral data did not indicate the presence of any compound other
than the chelate.
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None of the ruthenium(III)

complexes could be generated in non-

aqueous solvents and none could be isolated in the solid form.

In

attempting to generate the ruthenium(III) complexes in nonagueous
media, all of the combinations of the solvents dimethylformamide
acetonitrite,

absolute ethanol and dioxame with the

-

oxidizers gaseous chlorine, solid lead dioxide and sodium bismuthate
Several attmepts, under different conditions, were made

were used,

to isolate the ruthenium(III)

chelates as solids.

The chelate would

always revert to the plus-two oxidation state just as the last trace
of aqueous solvent was removed.
(II)

The electrochemistry of the ruthenium

ultra-dry dimethylformamide

chelate in

and acetonitrite indicated

that no electrode process corresponding to the ruthenium(II)-ruthenium
(III) chelate couple was occuring.
2.

Aromatic Radical-cation reaction
The over-all reaction for the second type of system

studied can be written as

RNH2

+ reductant

o RNH 2 +hv

where RNH 2 represents an aromatic amine.

The compound used in

the

present study was 1,6-diamimopyrene.
Experimentally there are two procedures leading to light
emission for 1,6-diaminopyrene.
ruthenium system.

The first was analogous to the

A dimethylformamide solution, millimolar in the
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diamine, was oxidized with solid lead dioxide or chlorine gas.

The

lead dioxide was separated by centrifugation or the chlorine was
separated by bubbling with nitrogen gas.

The resulting solution was

added to a DMF solution OolM in hydrazine hydrate and light
emission was observedo
radical bromide salt.

The second procedure involved preparing the
The salt was added to a dimethylformamide

solution 0.1M in hydrazine hydrate, and light was produced.

In both

cases the blue luminescence was visible in a darkened room to the
non-dark-adapted eye.

The duration of light emission was about five

to ten secondso
The naphthalene radical-anion could be used as a reducing agent
if

the solvent employed was tetrahydrofuran.

Experimentally,

solid

1,6-diaminopyrene and solid lead dioxide were added to a few
milliliters of tetrahydrofuran,
filteredo
diamineo

stirred for several minutes and then

The resultant solution contained an oxidized form of'the
The radical-anion of naphthalene was generated by reacting

sokium with naphthalene in
solutions were reacted in

a tetrahydrofuran solvent.
the absence of oxygeno

Reaction of the 1,6-diaminopyrene-bromide
the pyrene radical-anion did not yield light.
were tested°

The two

radical salt with
No other radical-anioas
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-B, Results
1.

Spectra
Using the experimental arrangement described in Section

III-C, chemiluminescence

spectra were obtained for two systems.

Figure V-1 shows a comparison between the chemiluminescence and
phosphorescence spectra of Ru(bipyr) 3 C12 o

Both spectra are uncorrected

for monochromator-photomultiplier response characteristics.
chemiluminescence

The same

spectrum was produced using either hydroxyl ion or'

hydrazine as the reducing agento

The only chelate having sufficient

intensity so that a spectrum could be obtained was that with 2,2'bipyridine as the ligando
Figure V-2 shows a comparison between the chemiluminescence and
fluorescence spectra of 1,6-diaminopyrene.
for monochromator-photomultiplier

Both spectra are uncorrected

response characteristics.

The only

chemiluminescence reaction sufficiently intense to measure was that
using N2H4 as the reducing agent.

2.

Electrochemistry
According to Schilt's data, the potential of the Ru(III)

(bipyr) 3 Cl 3 1

Ru(II) (bipyr) 3 C12 couple crosses that for the oxygen-

water couple at a pH of about zeroo

His data cover the rapge from

pH = 2 to pH = 1 and indicate a gradual lowering of the chelate
potential toward high acidities.
work described in

Since some of the chemiluminescence

this thesis was done at pH's higher than 2,

it

was
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FIGURE V-i

Chemiluminescence and Phosphorescence Spectra of
Ru(bipyr) C1
3
2

Key

Phosphorescence.
o o o o o o

Chemiluminescence.

Both spectra are uncorrected for photomultipliermomochromator response characteristics.
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FIGURE V-2

Chemiluminescence and Fluorescence Spectra of
1,6-Diaminopyrene

Chemiluminescence o
o o o o

Fluorescenceo

Both spectra are uncorrected for photomultipliermonochromator response characteristics.
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considered desireable to determine the chelate oxidation-reduction
potential in

this rangeo

By utilizing a wax impregnated graphite

electrode having a high oxygen overvoltage,
could be measured at pHs as high as 7.

It

the chelate potential
was found that the half-

wave potential for the chelate couple remained constant at +1.270
volts vs. N.H.E.

from pH=2 to pH=7.

Figure V-3 shows the current

voltage curve for 10 jM Ru(bipyr) 3 C12 in IN HNO 3 .

Atthis pH

the potential of the chelate couple is +1.238 volts vs.

N.H.E.

The current voltage curve for 1,6-diaminopyrene is shown
in Figure V-4(t)o

Both the oxidation of the parent diamine and the

radical cation are indicatedo
diaminopyrene

The half wave potential for the 1,6-

4 radical cation couple is +0o546 volts vs. N.H.E.,

while the half wave potential for the radical cation4dication couple
is +0,766 volts vs, NoHoEO
in

The 1,6-diaminopyrene was millimolar

dimethylformamide and the supporting electrolyte was 0.1M

tetrabutyl ammonium perchlorate.
3,

Electron Paramagnetic Resonance
Figure V-5 shows the electron paramagnetic resonance

spectrum of the 1,6-diaminopyrene-bromide
in dimethyl formamideo

radical salt, millimolar

The center of the sweep is at 3420 gauss

and the sweep width is 25 gauss.
The solid radical salt gave a signal at the same sweep center

t This data was obtained by Jack Chang.
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FIGURE V-3

Current-voltage Curve for Millimolar
Ru(bipyr) 3 C12 in IN HNO
3

Key

A - Solvent.
B - Chelate.

Reference electrode is saturate calomel.
2 volts/mino

The scan rate is

250

a

( I volt, Ou a)

6.5 volt----

c).5 volt

I
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FIGURE V-4

Current-voltage Curve for Millimolar
1,6-Diaminopyrene in Dimethylformamide

Reference electrode is Ag/AgCL with Eref - +0.241 volts
vs. NoHoEo

The scan rate is

2 volts/min.

I

I

mII

I volt

I0 ,aI
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FIGURE V-5

Electron Paramagnetic Resonance Spectra for the
1,6-Diaminopyrene Radical Cation in Dimethylformimide

The center of the sweep is at 3420 gauss.

-12.5
-12.5 gauss
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but exhibited a structureless spectrum.
A solution of 1,6-diminopyrene in dimethyl formamide, when
oxidized with lead dioxide, did not have a measureable resonance
signal.

This demonstrates that the lead dioxide oxidized 1,6-

diaminopyrene is

not the radical cation but more probably the dication

or some other oxidized form of the diamine.
4.

Chelate Auto-reduction Kinetics
As stated earlier, the cross-over point for the chelate

and oxygen-water oxidation-reduction couples is in the vicinity of
pH=O,

As a result of this cross-over, in 50% sulfuric acid the

Ru(II)

(bipyr) 3 Cl 2 species is unstable and will slowly oxidize to

the plus three oxidation state.
In acid media with the proton concentration tenth normal or
greater, the Ru(III) (bipyr) 3 C1 3 species is reasonably stable, i.e.
it

has a half-time of disappearance of about seven hours.

pH is

increased above pH=l,

it

As the

would be expected that the Ru(III)

(bipyr) 3 C1 3 species would become less stable and would react with the
solvent in

an auto-reduction reaction.

This reaction does occur,

however it must have a high activation energy since the reaction
half-time is

two to three hoursat pH=3.

absorption of Ru(III)

Figure V-6 shows both the th

(bipyr) 3 Cl 3 and the log of the absorption as

a function of time for the auto-reduction reaction at pH=3.
the non-linearity of the log plot at short times.

Note

This feature of

I

r
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FIGURE V-6

Auto-reduction of Ru(III)(bipyr) 3 Cl 3 at pH - 3

RKey

Ru(III) (bipyr)3 Cl3 absorption.
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the reaction kinetics only appears at high pHs and could not be
explained with the available experimental data.
50

Chelate-Hydrazine Kinetics
The reaction kinetics of the Ru(III) (bipyr) 3 Cl 3 -

hydrazine chemiluminescence system in 0.1N H2SO 4 were studied by
use of the instrument described in

It was possible

Section III-E.

to monitor two properties of the chemiluminescing system, the Ru
(III) (bipyr)3 C
It

absorption and the chemiluninescence emission.

3

was impossible to measure the Ru(II) (bipyr)3Cl

2

absorption

because of its high concentration and high molar absorptivity,
For this system there are essentially three different shapes
of stopped-flow curves.

Figure V-7 shows the stopped-flow curve

for chemiluminescence when the concentrations of reactants are

=4

5 x 10 -M

Ru(III) (bipyr)3 C13

and 0o1M hydrazineo

This curve is

typical of those formed at hydrazine to chelate ratics of about
1000:1o

At no place on the curve is the decay a simple exponential.

At these high ratios of hydragine to chelate it was nearly impossible
to follow the Ru(II)

(bipyr)3 C13 absorption0

Figure V-8 shows the stopped-flow curves for chemiluminescence
and Ru(III)

(bipyr) 3 Cl 3 absorption when the concentrations of

reactants are 5 x 10-4M Ru(III)
This curve is

(bipyr)3Cl3and 2.5 x 10-2M hydrazine.

typical of those formed at hydrazine to chelate ratios

of about 100:1o

The spike in the chemiluminescence at the start

of the reaction is

probably much higher than indicated, because

I~--

LIC ~~i.'--

-~C~BR~
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FIGURE V-7

Chelate-Hydrazine Stopped-flow Curves

Chemiluminescence emission intensityo
5 x 10

4

M Ru(II) (bipyr)3C1 3 , Oo IM Hydrazine
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of slow instrumental response time.

The chemiluminescence decay was.

definitely not exponential, and for several ratios of concentration
had a definite "hump" immediately following the spike.

Under all of

the conditions where the absorption could be measured, its shape
was constant.

Within one second the absorption would drop by about

a factor of two and then would exponentially fall to a value of zero
in essentially the same period of time that it

took the chemilumines-

cence emission intensity to reach zeroo
Figure V-9 shows the stopped-flow curves for chemiluminescence
and Ru(III) (bipyr)3 Cl3 absorption when the concentrations of the
reactants are 1 x 10-3M Ru(III) (bipyr) 3Cl

3

and 1 x 10-2M hydrazine.

This curve is typical of those formed at hydrazine to chelate ratios
of about 10:1.

Both the chemiluminescence emission intensity and

the Ru(III) (bipyr) 3 C13 absorption exponentially fall to zero.
The intensity of the chemiluminescence emission varies
considerably as a function of the reactant ratios.

At low ratios,

the integrated emission intensity was about one-fourth of that at
At high ratios the intensity again drops.
-4,
For example, a mixture of 5 x 10 M Ru(III) (bipyr) 3 C13 and IM
intermediate ratios.

hydrazine yielded a very low level of light emission and had a
reaction with a half-time of less than five milliseconds.
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FIGURE V-9

Chelate-Hydrazine Stopped-flow Curves

Chemiluminescence emission intensity,
-

--

Ru(III) (bipyr) 3 Cl 3 absorptiono

1 x 10-3M Ru(III)(bipyr) 3 C

3 ,

1 x 10-2M Hydrazine
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C. Discussion
1.

Identification of Emitting Species
It is evident from Figure V-i that the emitting species

in the Ru(III) (bipyr)3 Cl3 reduction reaction is the Ru(II)
(bipyr)3
C12 chelate.
As Can be seen in Figure V-2, the chemiluminescence spectrum
of the 1,6-diaminopyrene radical cation reduction reaction does not
exactly match the fluorescence spectrum of 1 ,6-diaminopyreneo

The

difference cannot be attributed to self absorption since the rising
portions of the curves are identical.

Most probably the long wave-

length component is due to the chemiluminescence from an impurity
produced by the lead dioxide oxidation procedure.

It is evident,

however, that a significant percentage of the emission in the
chemiluminescence reaction comes from the parent diamine fluorescence.
20

Energy Considerations
It would be of interest to examine the various oxidation-

reduction potentials involved in the chemiluminescence reactions to
determine whether enough energy is available from a simple one-electron
transfer between the donor and acceptor to leave the acceptor in an
excited electronic state.

The average energy necessary to form an

excited state can be expressed in volts by converting the emission
0-0 band from Vl to voltso

The conversion factor is 1 p-l =

24 volts.

- 140 From the Ru(II) (bipyr)3 C12 emission spectrum a value df
2.23 volts is determined for the energy required by the reduction
reaction to leave thechelate in

the lowest excited triplet state.

The entropy term, T AS, should also be considered.

For the

ruthenium chelate, the entropy should have a value very nearly
zero for the change from the plus three to the plus two oxidation
states.

The potential of the Ru(III) (bipyr) Cj '-_Ru(II)(bipyr)3

Cl2 couple has been determined to be 1.270 volts vs. N.H.E.

The

potentials of the hydroxide and hydrazine oxidation couples are
given by Latimer (27) as +0.401 and -0.23 volts vs. N.H.Eo respectively.

Using these values, 0.8 to 0.9 volts of available energy

are calculated for hydroxyl ion as a reducing agent and 1.4 to 1.5
volts of available energy are calculated for hydrazine as reducing
agent.

Both of these values are considerably below the energy

required to produce an excited state.
potentials,

as given by Latimer,

is

Useof the hydroxyl and hydrazine

probably not valid since these

reactions are not reversible and subsequently may have highly energetic
intermediate steps.
The average energy needed to form an excited singlet state of
1,6-diaminopyrene
term, TAS,

can be determined as 2.75 volts.

The entropy

0
for aromatic compounds has been determined by Chandross(5 )
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as +0.2

0t.2 volts.

This would make the overall energy needed to

produce an excited state 2.95 +02 volt.

The potential of the 1,6-

diaminopyrene 4w- radical cation couple has been determined as +0.546
One reducing agent yielding a chemiluminescence

volts vso NoH.Eo

reaction with the 1,6-diaminopyrene radical cation was the napthalene
radical anion.

The potential of the reversible naphthalene -tMC radical

anion couple is -2.254 volts vso NoH.Eo
volts which is

This yields an energy of 2.80

sufficient to produce an excited singlet state of 1,6-

diaminopyrene.
One reducing agent not yielding a chemiluminescence reaction
with the 1,6-diaminopyrene radical cation was the pyrene radical anion.
The potential of the reversible pyrene =5 radical anion couple is
-1,854 volts vs. N.H.E.
volts which is
3.

This yields an available energy of 2.40

significantly below the required energy.

Reaction Kinetics
The kinetics of the Ru(III)(bipyr) 3 C1 3 -hydrazine

chemiluminescence system was chosen for a detailed study for several
reasons:

the Ru(III)(bipyr) 3 C1 3 A=i

reversible; there is

Ru(II)(bipyr)

3

C12 couple is

no apparent degradating of the chelate to other

products; and the oxidation of hydrazine has been studied in
in

the

detail

literature.

The Fe(III) oxidation of hydrazine has been discussed by
Higginson and Sutton (20, 21), Cahn and Powell (5), Higginson and
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Wright (22),

and Roseninsky (39).

The mechanism proposed by these

authors can be written as:

Fe(III) + N2H 4

Fe(II) + N2H 3

(V-)

-1
2N 2 H3 .
2N2H3

k

N4H 6

-fas

N2H 2

+ N2H

Fe(III) + N2H3o-4
2Fe(III) + N2H2

N2 + 2NH 3

(V-3)

N2H2+Fe(II
1k5
fast

(V-4)

)

N2+2Fe(II

)

The above mechanism has been substantiated by labeling studies,
observations,

(V-2)

and mathematical arguments.

(V-5)

kinetic

The mechanism was described

by these authors as generally being valid for many oxidizing agents.
Specifically they mentioned the metal ions Ce(IV), Fe(III), Mn(III),
T1(III) and V(V).

On the basis of the purported generality it was

attempted to determine the rate constants for such a mechanism when

the oxidizing agent was Ru(III)(bipyr)3 Cl3.
The experimental data for the Ru(III)(bipyr) 3 Cl 3 oxidation of
hydrazine were presented in Section V-B.

It was shown that there are

only two pieces of experimental information available for each set of
reactant concentrations, chemiluminescence intensity and Ru(III)(bipyr)
3
Cl3 absorption rate data.

The computer kinetic modeling program described in Section V1-A
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was used to test the applicablity of the reported hydrazine oxidation
mechanism to the chelate chemiluminescence

system.

The computer

approach consists of modeling the reported mechanism and varying all
of the reaction parameters until the computer output matches the
experminental data.

The problem was computerized by utilizing the

following set of reactions:

Ru(III) + N2H
[Ru(ll) ]1k
1

k

[Ru(II)) +N2H

Ru(II)

[Ru(II)]1

3

(V-6)
(V-7)

[Ru(II) ]*

(V-8)

N2+2NH 3

(V-9)

Ru(III)+N 2 H 3 *

k10

(V-10)

Ru(III)+N2H2

k

2N2H 3

k9

Ru(III)+I 2k
[Ru(II)] 1 2

N2 H2

I
+

[_)1

_

13 Ru(II)

[Ru(II)]12 k
[Ru(II)]*
12
[Ru(II)]*
15 Ru(II)+h
[Ru(II)]*

k15-Ru(

(V-11)

II)+hv

(VO.2)
(V-13)
(V-14)
(V-15)
(V-15)
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where the ligands are omitted in
the notation [ It
reaction;

the molecular formulas for the chelate;

indicates an activated complex produced by the ith

[ ]* indicates an excited electronic state; I is

mediate in

an inter-

the light produced

the N2H 2 oxidation reaction; and hv is

by the reaction sequenceo
the activated complexes

In the computer treatment of the mechanism,
are created simply for mathematical reasons.
products in
state.

an excited state will also yield products in

yielding

the ground

The ratio of excited states produced to the total amount of

excited and ground states produced is
yield.

Each reaction,

defined as the chemiluminescence

The activated complex allows a chemiluminescence yield to be

assigned to a reaction.

For example, the ratio k8/(k 7 + k 8 ) is the

chemiluminescence yield for the first reaction.

The rate constants

associated with the disappearance of the activated complexes are
always made much larger than the rate constants for the reactions
producing the activated complexes.

This assures that the activated

complexes will always have a steady state concentration near zero.
The reaction,
2Fe(III) + N2H 2
appearing in

2Ye(II) + N2

the Fe(III) oxidation of hydrazine is

sequence of two second order processes.

most probably a

For the Ru(III) oxidation of

hydrazine this reaction has been written with I as the hydrazine intermediate between N2H and N
2
2.
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The dismutation reaction
2NH3'*

N2H 2 + N2H 6

has been ignored in the Ru(III) mechanism since it has been shown
to be about 100 times slower than the dimerization reactLon(39).
By using second order rate constants of k
k 10

5 x 10

kl

5 x 105 and k12 =

k 8 /(k 7+k8 ) = 1% and k 1 4 /(k

1 3 +k 14

excited state phosphorescence

= 8, k

9

= 1 x 10 ,

1x10 ; quantum yields of

) = 99%; and using a first order
rate constant of kl0 = 1 x 10 7 , the

stopped flow data for the chemiluminescence reaction with reactant
concentrations of 5 x 10
exactly matched.

-4

M Ru(III) and 2.5 x 10

-2

M N2H 4 could be

The computer data are shown in Figure V-8, along

with the experimental results.
The use of this set of reaction parameters yielded computer data
that were in qualitative agreement with the measured stopped-flow

experimental data.

The shape of the chemiluminescence emission curves

was always correctly predicted, including the sharp spike before the
main portion of emission.

The shape of the absorption curves was

matched even better than those for chemiluminescence.

The absorption

would drop very rapidly and then exponentially decay within the same
time that it took the chemiluminescence emission intensity to go to
zero

However, it was impossible to find one set of parameters that

would yield the correct data for all of the experimental results.
It is apparent that the reaction scheme outlined by the other

-1
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workers is not directly applicable to the oxidation of hydrazine by
the ruthenium chelate.

It

is

felt that the general mechanism is

correct for dilute hydrazine solutions but is missing one ~or more
important processes that appear at high hydrazine concentrations.

___
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VI,

Appendices
A.

Kinetic Modeling Computer Program
1.

Object

The object of the program is to aid in the identification
of the mechanism of an experimental reaction by the controlled simulation
of a kinetic scheme utilizing digital computing techniques.

Necessary

experimental data are one or more curves of concentration as a function
of time, initial starting concentrations as a function of time.
Operationally, the mechanism and its associated rate constants are varied
until the computer data matches the experimental values.

Similar programs have been reported by DeTar(12).

The program

discussed here is much more general in scope and consumes less computer
timeo
2.

Method of Calculation

For a general reaction where any number of species react
to form any number of products,

the rate of the reaction can be mathe-

matically defined as the product of the

rate constant times all of the

reactants taken individually to the power of their stoichiometry.

This

can be written as

R

where Ci is

=k

C
Ci

j

v-i1

the concentration of the ith epecies; R

rate and rate constant,

respectively,

and kj are the

for the jth reaction; and si

j
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is

the stoichiometry of the ith species in the jth reaction.

The rate of appearance of each individual species will be defined
as,
R

1

dCVI-2a

s,
for reactants,

dt

and

R=
J

s i ,j

---

VI-2b

dt

The computer approach consists of making the time interval under
consideration small enough so that

ACi

dci

At

dt

Assuming that this is

VI-3

possible, the change in concentration for each

species involved in the reaction can be calculated for the time
interval At.
the ith

If Ai,j is defined as the change in concentration for

species in the jth reaction, this can be written as
A

= -R si

At

VI-4a

for reactants and
Ai j = R -s

At

VI-4b

for products.
The concentration of each species at the start of the next time

interval is simply
ti

Ct
i

t

=
= C + Ai,j

VI-5

- 149 where t'-t = At.

If more than one reaction occurs in the kinetic

scheme, the calculations are performed for all of the reactions before
a new time interval begins,
t'
Ci

Equation VI-5 then changes to

t
Ci + yi,j
EA

VI-6

where the summation is only carried out for those j reactions where
species i is

a reactant or product.
3. Program Description
Main-Figure VI-1 shows the flow diagram for the main

routine, MAIN.

Besides controlling the flow of the program, the major

job accomplished by MAIN is the recognition of data sets.
The Fortran IV source deck listing for all of the routines is
shown in Table VI-1.
Input-Figure VI-2 shows the flow diagram for the input
routine, INPUT.

The major job accomplished by INPUT is reading the

data necessary to define and run the kinetic scheme.

The variable

JDATA allows some flexability in the type of input to be read.

If

JDATA equals 1, a complete set of data is read; if JDATA equals 2,
trial constants and concentrations are read; if JDATA equals 3, trial
rate constants are read; and if JDATA equals 4, starting concentrations
are read.

The exact meaning of the undefined terms in Figure VI-2 will

be discussed later.
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TABLE VI-1

Fortran Source Deck Listing

cco'

C004
0006
0008
0009
001i
C0j12
0013
0 014
C016
0018
00c19
0021

GC24
002 5
0026
CC27

CCVPFCN NAlME(13),NCCIEF( 12,12) ,tSP(5),tPCER(4),TRC(L2),SC(12)
CCtP4CN CCEF(12,12),,C(12) ,NSPtJ 12) ,CP(50 1,12) ,CELC (901,12)
OPMCN TIME(50i),NuELrAu-2),TcELr'A(12)bRA F(12),EELTA(12tl2)
CCMMCN FRAC(12),L.SAVE(12)vL(12)
CCPMCN ?PAXC (12) ,tAXU( 12), TEMEC (12) ,T [EC (12)
CCPMCN 'v19,01) YMAX(12) vMAGC(5) ,tAGC(4),P1AGY(9)
REAL*4 PAXCMAXC
qEAD(5,100) NCCN
2C
I1C " FCMAI(J12)
IH(NCCN) 99,9991
1 (CNTINLE
CALL INPUT(NSNRP SCALENLJJJJtNSPNCER)
tiC E8 1=1,NR
cc 88 J=1,NS
88 'CEF (1,J )=NCCEF (I J)
N'CT=O
111=1
III 1=JJJJ
f, 2 1=1,NS
;,qSPE ( I ) =c
2 c-([)=SC([)
-ALL CALM(LNRNSvSCALEvNC1, II I ,JJJJ,1 II)
CALL CLTPLT (NCTNSNRiNLSCALEJJJJ,II )
CALL PLCT(NSP,1119NDER)
60 TO 2CC
GS CCNTINLE
CALL EXIT
!:NC

00,)2
0013
CC4
0005

SUBROUTINE INPLT (NSPNt SCALENL ,JJJJNSPPNLER)
fC,P CWN NAM E(13 )PNCEF(12,12) ,PSP(5htPCER(4),TRC(12)hSC(12)
C0 VVCN CCEF(1J2,12)tC(12),NSPE(12) ,(S5l,12)-,CELL( ,1,12')
CCP'MCN TIMEB0OL),NUELrA(12brVELTA( L2)RATE( 12),OELT4( 2,12)
COMMCN FRAC(12)vCSAVE(l2hvL(l?)

J007f
OCO8
0009
001'1)
0011
0012
0013
U)14
00('15

,tAGC(5),PACC(,P'?AGY(l')
'
C tvMCN Y (9 ,l~),YM4AX(12)
EAL *4 FAXCOJ4AXC
tk')EA(5,4C0) JOTA
FONYAI(I1)
1-) TC (41,42,45,46), JCATA
READ(5,4C1) INAPLU),1=1913)
FiROAr13A4)
NSYNK'
EAC(5,4M2
I-CNTMAI(21?)

0001

0216
00117

0018
0019
OC20
0021
31"22
0023
0024

0025
0026

002 1
00C28
U0?9
CC.30
0C31

0032

40C
41
4C1
4)2

(,C44 1=1,NR
EAD(5v4C3)

(NCCtF(IJ),J=1tNS)
403 fCNPMA(12!2)
4-FAC(5,4'05) S(-iAL[,KLJJJJ
405 FCRMT(E0.4,15,13)
,FC(SP50'U) \SP,(MSP( IhIPAG0(I),I=1,5:-),NLER,(PLER(J),lPACL(J),J=194
1)
jC0l OIWAT(111293X,912)
42 ;- AC5,404) (Tt'.C(I),1=1,NR)
4C4 FNRVAT(6EIC.4.)
PFAG(514C-4) (SC(1),[=1,NS)
GCl TC47
(TKC (I),I1NR)
45 jAC (5,4l 4
CC TE47
46 PFACS,4,24) (SL(1),I=l,NS)
47 LC NT1% LE
44

'ETURN

F NC

0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
001~6
OC07J,
0008
C009
0010
0011
0012
00C13
0014
0015
0016
C017
0-018
0019
C020
0021
0022
0023
0024
0025
0026
0027
0028
0029
0130
0031
0032
OC33
0034
0035
0036
0037
0038
0039

~

SbeRCUTINE CALC(NLNRNSSCALENCI, II[IJJJJIII)
(CCJMCN NAtML{13),NCCEF(12,12) ,PSP(5),tPCER(4),TRC(12),bC(12)
CCEF (12912 )9C (12) qNS PCL(2),9CP(50r,,1,912 ) tLELC01,12 )
CcCtC
),NDELTA(12)IIJEL1A(12),RAft (12),CJELTA(12,12)
,,.OMMCN TIMEH3 '0j
CCTIt'CN FRAM(2)#LSAVEi12),L(12)
CUPMCN ?MAXC( 12) ,IAXC( 12),TIIM'C(12),TIt'EC(12)
CPPC N Y(9,5C1) ,YMWAX(12) ,tAGC(5)d'AGC(4),?AGY(9)
REAL*4 PAXCIt'AXf)
REAL*4 rCELTA
CO 3 1=1,NL
1'0 5 J=1,NR
kATE (J)=TRC(J)
LC 5 JJ=19,NS
IF(CCEF(JJJ)) 5,5p6
f- 1ATE(J)=RATE(J)*(C(JJJ**CEF(JJJ))
5 CONTINLE
flC 7 J=1,NR
'PC 7 JJ=19NS
7 _LEL-TA(JJJ) =-1.C*RATE(J)*SCALf-.CCEF(JJJ)
8 CCNTINLE
VfX 11 JJ=1,NS
NGEL1A(JJ)=0.(rUELTA(JJ)=0.0
CC 11 J=1,NR
[F(DELTA(JJJ)) iG023,112004
2:.
03 NDELTA(JJ )=ND)ELTA(JJ)+CELTA(J,Jj)
2'j04 JU'ELTAI JJ )=TCELTA(JJ)+LELTA(J,JJ)
11 CCNTINLE
CALL NEGC(NSvNCTNH,6.8)
I.J3 24 JJ=1-tNS
IF(C(JJ)+T0ELTAMJJ)-1E-3Qj) 2:21,?C21,2C22
2 21 C(JJ)=0.0
GO TO 24
27J22 C(JJ)=C(JJ)+1OikELIAIJJ)
24 (.CNTINLE
C~ALL PRINTP( ,NS,SCALElII I, i [,JJJJ)
3 f.CNTIN(LE
R&EL1RN
(I

00141
0002
00-03
0004
0005
00906
0007
0008
0009
00110
0011
0012
0C13
0014
0015
C00 16
0017
C18
C119
0020
0021
0C22
0023
0024
0025
0026
0027
0028
CC29
0%211l
3031
0C3?
CC 33
0034
0135

SUBROUTINE NEGC(NS,NCTNR,.)
COPt'CN NAME(13),NCCEF( 12, 12) ,PSP(5),PCEP(4),Ti C(12),SC(12)
COVI'CN CCEf-412,12),Cf 12htNSPE(12),CP(5CI,12) ,CEL(SCL,;112)
COPMCN TIME(5C1) ,NLELTA(12),TUELTA(12),R8TE(12),UELTA(12,12)
COVMCN FRAC(12),CSAVL(12),L(12)
AXC(12),tAXO(12),IMEC(12)TIt'EC(12)
CCPPlCN
LCt'MCN Y(9,501 ),YIPAX(12) ,tAGC(5) ,PAGC(4) ,tAGY(9)
"-tF AL*4 PAXCI'AXC
;,<EAL*4 NCELTA
CC 2018 JJ=1,NS
II(C(JJ)+NCELIA(JJ) ) 23,22922
23 IF(C(Jj)+NCELTA(JJ).IE-06*C(JJ) ) 2020,22,22
C T= 1
2020C
NSPE(JJ )=NSPE(Jj)+l
SRtiTE=C."0
C2C05 J=1,r\R
iF(COEF(JJJ) ) 20-05,2-lC5,2015
2-15 SRATE=SRATE+RA~tiJ)
23QJ5 CCN1[NLE
IC 2COD6 J=1,t\R
IF(COFF(J,JJ)) 2006,2-C6,2016
2.-16 IRAC(J)=RATE(J)/SRA1E
2'C6 CCNTINLE
c:C 2C11 J=1,NR
lF(COEF(JJJ) ) 2)11,2)11921-14
2 14 U 2011 [J=lNS
IF(CC[F(JIJ) ) 2:12,201l7,2012
,-ELTA(JIJ)=(-1.'.*C(JJ)*I-RAC(J)*CCEF(J,IJ))/CCEF{JJJ)
2 '12
2",17 CCNTINLE
.CUNTINUE
xETLRN I
22 iL.CNTINLE
2 -"8 C5f.CNTINUE
--ETLRN
i.1%C

coi
0002
003CCVCN

1
if0C2

0004
0005
0006
0007
OCC8
C009
0010
0011
00112
CC13
0014
0015
0016
OC 17
0018
0319
002)0
OC21
J022
0023
0024
00O25
0,026
0027
028
9
0030
0031
C032
C033
0034
0036
0031
0038

1C031

19
1,04

1005
1C02
1707
1C06

,UHROUTINE PRINTP(I,NSSLE,IlIII, IIIjjjj)
'-CC4PCN NAME(13),NCUIEFf12912) ,?SP(5),PCER(4),TRC(12),SC(12)
COEF(12,l2btC(12),NSPE( 12) ,CP(5C1,1I2),LELC(501 121
(.CtPCN TIVE(501),NCELTA(12),TrEkLrA(12),pRArE( j2),fJELTA( 12,112)
CCOPPCN FkAC( 12) ,CSAVH(12) ,L( I?)
LCPPfCN PAXC(1?htPAX0( 12),TIMEC(12),TIPEC(12)
G 0IMCN y(9,5rl),YtAAX(12) ,PAGC(5),t'AGE(4),P'AGY(9)
IIAdENSICN SLCPL(12)
PEiAL*4 IPAXCgtdAAU
IF(I-1) 1CC3,lCC3,1Cr.4
GO 19 JK=19NS
NAXC(JK)=SC(JK)
PE(K=.
CP( 19JK)=SC(JK)
CSAVE(JK)=SC(JK)
1 ELC(1,JK)=(C(JK)-SC(JK) )/SCALE
'AXC (JK)=CELC (1,0K)
IIMEC{JK)=C.'
T1IE1)=C.C
(-Cl L03J- JK=1,NS
-'LCPE(JK)=(C(JK)-C;SAVF(JK))/SCALF
II-SLCPE(JK )-MAXC(JK) ) l1002,1C%02,1CC5
vAXD(JK)=SLCPE(JK)
TIMED(JK)=SCALL-0
lClC6,10C6,ICC1
IF(C(JK)-MAXC(jK))
AXC(JK)=C(JK)
1IEC(JK)=SCALE*I
CSAVE(JK)=C(JK)
1IF( I-[II I) 2 01 i9,7 7,v17

TIII=III[+JJJJ
111=111+1
1 0 55 JK=1,NS
CP (IIOK)=C( OK)
55 ('ELC(III,JK)=SLCPE(JK)

77

2319G

CONTINLE
RETUJRN
ENC

0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007

SUBROUTINE OUTPUT(NCTNSNRNLSCALEJJJJeII)
COMMON NAME(13)INCOEF(i12,12)MSP(5),MDER(4),TRC(121)SC(12)
COMMON COEF(12,12),Ct12),NSPE(12),CP(501,12),DELC(501,12)
COMMON TIME(501),NDELTA(12),TDELTA(12),RATE(12)tCELTA(12,12)
COMMON FRAC(12)tCSAVE(12),L(12)
COPMMON MAXC(12),MAXD(12),TIMEC(12),TIMEC(12)
COMMON Y(9,501),YMAX(12),MAGC(5),MAGO(4),MAGY(g)

0008

REAL*4 MAXCMAX0

0009
0010
0011
0012
0013

IF(NCT) 1005,1006,1005
1005 WRITE(6,1007)
1007 FORMAT(Il1,37HNEGATIVE CONCENTRATICNS kERE PRCCUCEC)
WRITE(6,1008)
1008 FORMAT(IhO,7HSPECIES,13X,I4HTIMES NEGATIVE)

0014

00

0015
0016
0017
0018
0019

IFN spETi))IC1c,0C9,1010
WRITE(6,1012) JJ,NSPE(JJ)
FORMAT(lh ,3X,12,19XI5)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE

ICIC
1012
1C09
1006

JJ=1,NS

WRITE(6,423)

0020

0021
0022
0023
0024
0025

1009

423 FOR-AT(1H1,50X,30HGEN-IRINET[C PROGW
ii
-- TOFWRITE(6,101) (NAME(I),I=13)
101 -FORATtI
,TX15X29HSYSTE UNDO-ER CtCSOERATICN = i13A4)
WRITE(6,102)
102 FORMAT(1h0,6XlIOHINP-UT DATA)

0026

WRITE(6,103) NS

0027
0028
0029
0030
0031
0032

103 FORMArTI-,20x,2C HNUER--FTPC--ET
WRITE(6,104) NR
104 FORMATIHO,2X,2-2HNUMBER OF REACTIONS = ,12)
WRITE(6,105) NL
105 FORMAT(18020X25HMAXIVMUM RCGRAP PASSES = ,XII)..
WRITE(6,106) SCALE

0034
0035
0036

WHITE(6,107) JJJJ
107 FORMAT(ID0,20X,6HEVERY ,13,47H PRCGRAP PASSES, VALUES ARE RHTTNEOc
1 FCR CLIPUT)
WRITE(6,555)

0037

555

0039

10e FORMAT(IHO,25X,20HTRIAL RATE CCNSTANTS,25X,22iINITIAL CONCENTRATIO
INS)
00 301 I=1,20
IF(I-NR) 302,3C2,303
302 IF(I-NS) 4,4,3C5
4 WR IfT6,10
T r;"R rTr;C-TTTI----109 FORMAT(1H ,23X,51RATE(I2,2H) ,4XilPEIC.3i19XIESPECIES(,12,2) ,5
IX,EIC.3)
GC TC 3C1
303 IF(I-NS) 306,306,301
306 WRITEI6,110) I,SC(I)
110 FORMAT(
,; .IpEoT.31 .
-l,65X; 3EESTITT2T
GO TO 301
305 WRITE(6,111) I,TRtC(
.
,23X,5FRATE(,12,22P) ,4XPE1C.3)
111 FORNAT(I
301 CONTINLE
WRITE(6,555)
WRITE(6,112)
112 FORMAT(1HO,44X,45HCCEFFICIENT MATRIX CESCRIBING REACTICN SCIEPE)
WRITE(6,113)
113 FORMAT(1HO,21HCOLUM'S EQUAL SPECIES)

0040
0041
0042
A043
0044
0045
0046
0047

0048

0049

0050
0051
0052
0053

0054
0055
0056
0057
0058
0059
C060
0061
0062
0063

0064
0065
0066
0067
0068
C0069
0070
0071
0072
0073
0074
0075
0076
0077

0078
0079

0080
0081
0082
0083

FORMAT(1O)

RIYE(69114)

114 FORMAT(1
,20HRCWhS EQUAL REACTICONS)
0C 37 1=1,12
37
WRITE(6,115)(L(Ill =11 2)
115 FORMAT(10,10X,12(LH(12,1H),1X))
0038 I=1,NR
38 WRITE(6,116) L(I),(NCOEF(I,J),J=1NS)
116 FORMAT(IH ,3XI(i1l2,18),3X,1l2t1X12,2X))
WRITE(6,117)
117 FORMAT(1HI,59X,14HPRCGRAM CUTPUT)
9 ARITE(6,118)
118 FOMAT(1HO,50X,35HCONCENTRATICN AS A FLNCTICN CF TINE)
WRITE(6l119) (L(II)I=1,12)
FORMAT(1HO,3X,4HTINE,4X,12(IX,5HSPEC(,I2,1F),1X))
lIs
0O 13 1=1,II
13 WRITE(69120) TIMEI)t,(CP(1,JJ,JJ=tNS)
120 FORMAT(H ,13(1PE1G.3))
WRITE(6,121)
121 FORMAT(IH1,50X,33HOERIVATIVES AS A FUNCTION OF TIME)
WRITE(6,122)

(L(II

)

I=l,2)

122 FORMAT(IFh#3X,4HTIME,4X12(1X,5HOCERV(12,1F),IX))
00 14 1=1,111
14 WRITE(6,120) TIME(I),D(ELC(IIJJ)JJJ=1S)
RETU N
fNC

0031
0002
0003
0004

0005
0006
0007
0008
0009
0010
0011

C0012
0013
0014

CC0015
0016

0017
0018
00C19

C020
0021
0022
0023
0024
0025
3026
0027
C028
0029
00 30
00C31
0032
0033
CC34
CC35
0036
003 7
00C38
0039
0040
0041
0042
0043

SUBROUTINE PLOTINSP,III,NDER)
COMMCN NAME(13),NCCEF(12,12),PSP(5) ,MER(4),TRC(12),SC(12)

CCPPCN CCEF(12,12),C(12), NSPL( 12)C-PT1,-2,-ELC(501,12.
COMMCN TIE(501),NCELTA(12),TCELTA(12),RATE(12), ELTA(12,12)
COPMCN FRAC(12),CSAVE(12),L(12)
CCPPCN MAXC(12),VAXU(12),TIVEC(12),TIME0(12)

CCPMCN Y(9,501),YMAX(12),MAGC(S),MAGO(4),tAGY(9)
PEAL*4 PAXC,PAXC
IFINSP) 74,71,72
72 C 73 I=1,NSP
NrN=MSP( I)

FAGY(I)=VAGC(I)
YVAX(I)=PAXC(NNN)
PC 73 J=1,III
73 Y(I,J)=CP(J,NNN)
71 IF(NDER) 777,777,75
75 CC 76 I=1,NOER
NNN=MCER(I)
INSP=I+NSP

PAGY(INSP)=MAGC(I)
YMAX(INSP)=MAXU(hNN)
C 76 J=1,III
76 Y(INSP,J)=CELC(J,NNN)
777 NYS=NSP+NDER
NCATA=III

WRITE(6,501)
501 FORMAT(1H1,45X,19HPLCT RGUTINE FL0400)
IF(NSP) 993,993,994
994 CCNTINUE
CC 78 I=1,KSP
78 6RITE(6,502) MSP(I),I,TIMEC(MSP(I)),t AXC(MSP(I)),MAGC(1)
502 FCRFATI(H ,5HSPEL(,I2,4H) = ,I1,1CX,18TIfE Al PAXIMLP = ,lPE10.3,
1j0X,[1hMAXIMUM = ,1PEIC.3,10X,17HdAGNIFICATICN = X,I3)
S93 CCNTINLE
IF(NDER) 991,991,992
992 CC 87 I=1,NCER
ICER=I+NSP
87 hRITE(6,503) CER(I ),ICER,TI ECI(PLER(I)),dAXCU(CER(II), AGC(I)
lPE10.3,
503 FORMAT(1H ,5HCERV(,I2,4H) = ,T1,LOX,84TIME AT MAXIMLM =
110X,10HPAXIVUM = ,1PE10.3,10X,17IAGNIFICATICN = X,13)
991 CCNTINLE
CALL FLC4CC(NYS,NDATA)
74 CONTINLE
RETURN
rNC

m

_

SUBROUTINE FL04G(NYS,N4ATA)
CCMMON NAME(13),NCOEF(12,12),MSP(5),MDER(4),TRC(12),SC(12)
COMMcN COEF(12,12),C(12)NSPE(12),CP(5C1,12),CELC(501,12)
COMMCN TIME(501),NDELTA(12),ICELTA(12),RATE(12),CELTA(12,12)
CC MCN FRAC(12),CSAVE(12),L(12)
COMMON ?AXC(12),MAXD(12),TIMEC(12),TIPEC(12)
COMMCN Y(9,51),YMAX(12)tMAGC(5),PAGC(4),PAGY(9)

OC01
0002
0003
0004
CC05
0006
0007
0008

UIPENSICN N(11),NP(lC1),NY(9,5C1)

0009

DATA N/'1111','2222','3333' '4444','5555','6666','7777','8888','99

0010
0011
0012
0013
0014
0015
0016
OC017
0018
0019
0020
0021
0022
0023
0024
CC25
C026
0021
0028
0029
C130
0031
0032
0033
0034
0035
0036
CC37
0038
0039
0040
0041
0042

*t'++++/I
199','
DO 33 J=1,NYS
IF(YMAX(J)) 31,31,30
31 00 32 I=1,ODATA
32 NY(JI)=1
W<RITE(6,34) J
,2CX,31HYMAX WAS ZERC FOR CLRVE NLIEER
34 -CRMAT(CC TC 33
3' SCALE=YPAX(J)/100.
0O0 5 I=1,NCATA
NY(JI)=((Y(JI)* AGY(J))/SCALE)+1.5
IF(NY(J,I)-121) 5,5,2CC
2CC NY(JI)=101
5 CONTINUE
33 CONTINUE

NX=0

45
11
12
15

14
13
17
16

18

wRITE(6,102)

0043
0044
C045
CC46
0047

NH=5
NF=0
CC 45 I=1,101
NP(I)=N(10)
X=NX+1
IF(NX-1) 12,13,12
IF(NX-NP) 14,15,14
NH=NH+1C
NP(51)=N(11)
GO TO 16
[F(NX-NF) 16,13,16
177C I=1,101,1C
NP(l)=N(1l)
NF=NF+10
CCNTINLE
CC 18 J=1,NYS
NN=NY(J,NXI
jP(\N)=N(J)

102
19

NX,N(11),(NP(I),[=1,IC1),h(11),NX

FORMAT(1H ,10X,I4,1Y,1C3Al,1X,14)
ic 19 I=1,101
NP(I)= (10)
[F(NX-NCATA) 11,20,20

0048

2' (.CNTILE

0049
0050

fFTURN

E'NC

,12)
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FIGURE VI-1

Main Routine, MAIN

Key

START - Program beginningo
STOP - Program end.

NCON - A variable used to determine if any data are present.
INPUT - Input subroutine,

INITIALIZE - Initializes any data before the program starts
calculatingo
CALC - Calculating subroutine.

NEGC - Negative concentration subroutine.
PRINTP - Print preparation subroutine.
Output - Output subroutine.
PLOT - Plot preparation routine.

FL0400 - A standard printer plotting routine.
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FIGURE VI-2

Input Subroutine, INPUT

Key

MAIN - Statement in the main routine calling the subroutine.
JDATA - A variable used to determine the type of input to
be read.
RETURN - Statement returning control to the calling routine.

MAIN
READ
JDATA

=4

=1

JDATA

=3

title

=2
a of speies
a of reactions

coefficient
matrix

scal e
pro ratn posse
prin? control

plot

Scontrol
. trial rat
constoant

starting
concentrations
tri al rate
cotonts

=
F
--I

RETUN

st rting
contentrations

M

- 163 Calculation-Figure VI-3 shows the flow diagram for the
calculating subroutine, CALC

The major job accomplished by CALC is

the generation of concentrations and the derivative of the concentrations as a function of time,
Each pass through the program, from INCREMENT COUNTER to FINISHED,
represents a time interval of duration At.
the

rates by use of Equation VI-1.

The program calculates

Then it

calculates, by use of

Equations VI-4a, 4b, the changes in concentration,
during the time interval.

,j,

occuring

Equation VI-6 is used to determine the

total change in the concentration.

When the last time interval has

been reached, control is passed back to the main routine.
Negative Concentrations-Figure VI-4 shows the flow diagram
for the negative concentration routine, NEGCo

The major job accom-

plished by NEGC is the identification and correction of a negative
concentration produced by the calculating routine.
The key approximation in the program is

the one concerning the

equality or near equality of ACi/At and dCi/dt.

Because the time interval

At is not infinitely small, there exists the chance that the sum of all
of the negative Ai

will be greater than the value of Ci at the start

j

of the time interval.

This can be corrected.

The first check made by NEGC is
Ci + EA

j i,j

the sign of the expression
VI7

vI-7
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FIGURE VI-3

Calculating Subroutine,

CALC

Key

MAIN - Statement in the main routine calling the subroutine.
INCREMENT COUNTER - Keeps track of the number of time intervals
calculated.
AC - Represents the change in the concentration of a species
during the current time interval.

j

NEGC - Negative concentration subroutine.

PRINTP - Print preparation subroutine,
FINISHED ? - Stops calculations when the correct number of
time intervals has been reached.
RETURN - Statement returning control to the calling routine.

RETURN 1 - Statement returning NEGC control to SUMAC's
operation

MAIN
incremment
coun er

Ecalculate

calculate

F Ac's

NEGC

calculate

concentations
CALL
P R IN T

PR INTP

10fi

nisshedd

YES

RETUCtRN

I

OA I NI
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FIGURE VI-4

Negative Concentration Subroutine, NEGC

Key

CALC - Statement in the calculating routine calling the
subroutineo
INCREMENT COUNTER - Keeps track of the concentrations checked.
CONC NEGATIVE ? - Enters the correction section if

a negative

concentration is encountered.
FINISHED ? - Stops calculating when all of the concentrations
are positive.
RETURN - Statement returning control to the calculating
routine.
RETURN 1 - Statement returning control to the SUMAC's operation
in the calculating routine.
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where the summation is carried out for all j's where species i is a
reactant; and the A'
expression is
species is

's are the negative set of the A

found positive,

examined.

the counter is

.

If this

incremented and the next

This continues until all of the concentrations

are found positive.
If

Equation VI-7 is

entered.

found negative, a correction routine is

First, the routine sets the maximum concentration of the

offending species, k, available to react,

equal to Ck.

Then the

routine parcels out this concentration to all of the reactions
where species k is

reactant.

This is

achieved by calculating the

fractions
Fj = Rj/E R

where the summation is
reactant.
is then Ck

VI-8

carried out for all j where snecies k is

a

The maximum concentration available for each reaction
Fj.

Also, all of the species apoearing in all of the reactions
where k is
This is

a reactant,

must have their values of Ai j,

adjusted.

done by the equation
A

where k is

j

= (-

Ck'Fjsij)/skj

the offending species; j is

k appears as a reactant; and i is
reaction.

VT-9
any reaction where species

any species appearing in

the jth
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After making the appropriate corrections, the program control is
returned to CALCo
Print Preparation-Figure VI-5 shows the flow diagram for
the print preparation routine, PRINTP,

The major job accomplished by

PRINTP is the saving of concentrations and derivatives for printing.
The initializing section performs some preliminary tasks for
the derivative calculation and maxima searching sections.

The

derivatives are calculated by the expression
(Cit'-Cit) / At
The

time is

N-10

calculated by multiplying the number of the particular

pass through the calculating routine times the value of At.

The maximum values of the concentrations and derivatives, determined
here, are used in the plot preparation routine and will be discussed
there
Output-Figure VI-6 shows the flow diagram for the output
routine, OUTPUT.

The major job accomplished by OUTPUT is

the printing

of the program results.
If any negative concentrations were produced, information is
displayed that shows what species went negative and how many times
it did so,

The routine then prints out the input data.

Next it prints

the concentrations as a function of time and then the derivatives as a
function of time.
Plot Preparation-Figure VI-7 shows the flow diagram for
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FIGURE VI~

Print Preparation Subroutine, PRINTP

CALC - Statement in the calculating routine calling the
sub routine
FIRST PASS ? - Initializes data needed in the routine on the
first pass o
SAVE DATA ? - If data are to be saved for printing during this
pass through the calculating routine, the
saving section is entered.
RETURN - Statement returning control to the calculating routine,

NO
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FIGURE VI-6

Output Subroutine, OUTPUT

MAIN - Statement in the main routine calling the subroutine.
CONCS NEGATIVE ? - If

any concentrations were ever negative,

the related information is printed.
RETURN - Statement returning control to the main routine.
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FIGURE VI-7

Plot Preparation Subroutine, PLOT

Key

MAIN - Statement in

the main routine calling the subroutine

PLOT ? - If there are no data to be plotted, the routine
is bypassed
FL0400 - The plotting routineo

RETURN - Statement returning control to the main routine,

NO
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the plot preparation routine, PLOT.

The major job accomplished by PLOT

is the arrangement of the data before it is plotted.
First, the concentration and derivative arrays are rearranged
into a form compatible with the plotting routine FLO400.

Codes are

printed which indicate to the programmer how to identify the species
or derivatives appearing in the plot.

The maxima found in PRINTP

are printed along with the time at which they occured.
the magnification of each plot is

Finally,

printed.

PLOT calls FL0400 before returning control to the main routine.
Plotting Routine-No flow diagram is shown for the
plotting routine, FLO400, since it is a typical printer plotter.
Nine curves can be simultaneously plotted by FLO400.

The data

for each curve are normalized by the appropriate maximum found by
PRINTPo

Each curve can be magnified so that small features in

new

the data can be examined.
4,

Coefficient Matrix
In order to describe a reaction mechanism in

a manner

that allows the computer to perform the appropriate calculations,
coefficient matrix is
for

necessary.

a

For the purpose of illustration, the

following reaction scheme will be discussed,
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[1] + 2[2]
[3] + 3[4]

~2[5]

4 [3] + 3[4]

2[5]
[5]

4 [3]

-

[6]

[6]
- k6
[7]
3[5]
6[81

where the numbers in brackets refer to species and the numbers
outside of the brackets refer to stoichiometry.

For the above scheme

the coefficient matrix is

reacion1
1

2
1

20

4

5

6

7

8

-1

0

0

0

0*

0

.

1

3

-2

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

-1

-3

2

4

0

0

0

00

1

-1

0

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

1

-1

0

6

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

-1

where the stoichiometry is
is

2
0

3

o

*

entered as a positive number if

a reactant and a negative number if

the species is

the species

a product.

A

value of zero is entered wheiever a species does not appear in,a reaction.
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5.

Input
Card (1):
a)

a(1) punch in

b)

a blank card, if no data are present.

Note:

column one,

if

data are presento

this means that several sets of data can be

processed on the same computer run.

The last card of every data

deck, must be a blank card.
Card (2):
a)

If a non-abbreviated form of the data is to be read

in, a (1) punch in column one is used.
b)

If

only trial

rate cnnstants and starting concentra-

tions are to be read in, a (2) punch in column one is used.
c)
(3)

punch in

only trial

column one is
d)

(4)

If

rate constants are to be read in,

a

used.

If only starting concentrations are to be read in, a

punch in column one is
Note:

used.

the first

set of data must have a (1)

punch on

this card, since all of the input data are needed to execute the
program,

However, each successive set of data can retain the key

parameters read in on the first set, and simply substitute new operational
parameters, i.e. trail rate constants and/or starting concentrations.
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Card (3):
The title
form.

This field is

of the program can be punched in
columns one through seventy-two,

any alphameric

This title

will

be printed with the output to identify the computer run.
Card (4):
a)

Columns one and two contain the number of different

species appearing in
b)
appearing in

the reaction scheme(NS).

Columns three and four contain the number of reactions

the reaction scheme(NR)o
Next NR Cards:
These cards contain the coefficient matrix.

Each of these

cards will have NS coefficients, each taking two columns of Qrd space.
Examples:

the coefficient for the reaction labeled (1) randthe

species labeled (1) will be found in columns one and two of card one.
The coefficient for the reaction labeled (3)

and the species labeled

(7) will be found in columns thirteen and fourteen of card three.
Note:

These coefficients must be right adjusted.

If

the

coefficient is negative, a minus sign must appear in the odd numbered
column.

Zero's do not have to be punched,

the columns may be left

blank.
Next card:
a)

Columns (1) through (10) contain the time scale in

the form +x.xxxE+xx, where x is any integer.

The time scale is the
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unit of time that each program pass represents.

For example, each

program pass could represent 0.001 seconds, therefore one-thousand
passes would give a total simulated time of one secondo
b)

Columns (11) through (15)

of program passes.

contain the maximum number

This value is right justified.

A typical value

would be one-thousand as discussed a oveo
c)

Columns (16) through (18) contain a print control.

If every pass through the program created data to eventually be printed
out, the volume of output would be enormous,

The print control allows

only certain program passes to create output data.
the maximum number of passes is
ten,

then every

output,

For example, if

one-thousand and the print control is

tenth program pass will create data to be used as

for a total of 100 pieces of data.
Next Card:
This card is

the plot control.

Up to five concentrations

and four derivatives can be plotted simultaneously,
Columns (1)

and (2)

contain the main plot controlo If

these

columns contain a (-1), nothing will be plotted; if they contain zero,
only derivatives will be plotted; if

they contain an integer from 1

to 5, that many concentrations will be plotted.

Columns (3)

(22) contain sets of information for five species.
columns in

each set contain the species code,

contain the magnification code.

through

The first two

and the second two columns

_ __

~_
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Columns (26) and (27) contain the derivative plot control.
If

these columns are zero, no derivatives will be plotted; if they

contain an integer from 1 to 4,

that many derivatives will be plotted.

Columns (28) through (43) contain four sets of information.

These

sets are arranged in the same fashion as those mentioned above for the
concentrations.
For example, the data control card

0205011002
01

o

.

010825

.

punch

26

column

indicates that two concentrations should be plotted, those of species
(5)

and species (10); that one derivative should be plotted, that of

species (8); and that their corresponding curves should be magnified
by one,

two and twenty-five,

respectively.

Next set of Cards:
The next set of cards contains the trial
The TRC for reaction one will be punched in
in the form +x.xxxE+xxo
through (20),
four, etc.

rate constants.

columns (1) through (10)

The TRC for reaction two in columns (11)

reaction three in

columns (21)

through (30),

reaction

Each card contains only six TRC's so the seventh through

twelfth will be found on the second card of this set.
Next set of Cards:
The next set of cards contains the starting concentrations.

The SC for reaction one will be punched in columns (1) through (10)

in
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the form +x.xxxE+xxo

The remainder of the values follow the format

of the trial rate constants.
6.

Program Check

The program has been checked for several kinetic schemes
and has been found to be suitable for the calculations needed in this
thesis.

The program yields correct values of reaction half-times for

first order, second order and parallel first order reactions.

However,

it is difficult to find a complex kinetic scheme where the values of
the rate constants and the concentrations are known with any degree
of accuracy.

Equilibrium problems offer a logical program check.

Butler (4)

discusses the equilibrium problems associated
His example calculating the pH of and

with the salts of polyprotic acids.

a OolM NaH2 PO4 solution, is easily programmed.
The reactions of interest are
+ H

H2 P 0 4

H3 P0 4
k

H2 P0 4

k

HPO4-

HPO 4-2

k4
k5

PO 4-3

+

2

+ H

+

+

"k6

cwhe
re k=5.90 x 10

-3

3=6.15

x

10

-13

8

and k-4.80x 10

.

All of the

back reactions, k2, k4 and k 6, are arbitrarily set equal to unity.
starting concentrations are, H3 PO 4 =0, H2 PO 4
x 10 7M.

0.1M, HPO -2=0,

The

and H+= 1
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Using 20,000 passes through the program with each time interval
being equal to 1 second, the reactions came reasonably close to
equilibrium.

At the en4 of the program, the computer's values and

Butler's values, in parentheses, are; H3 P04 = 3.098 x 10-4(3.1 x 10-4)
H2 PO- 4 =9.896 x 10-2(0.10); HPO4-2= 3.282 x 10-4 (3.3 x 10-4 ); PO-34=
8.109 x 10-12(8.6 x 10-12); and H+ = 1.847 x 10-5(1.85 x 10-5).

In

every case the computers values were "going" in the correct direction.
Butler claims that his numbers tare good to within 5% of the actual
values.
The total computer time involved in running this example was
2.85 minutes.

Normally 1,000 passes thirough the program are

sufficient to obtain the degree of accuracy required.
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Appendices
B.

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Studiest

1.

Introduction
An analytical analysis of Ru(bipyr) 3 C12 was deemed

necessary since many spectral studies are senstive to impurities that
could be present in

the chelate preparation.

available for this compound since it
analysis,

readily decomposes.

not

Elemental

at best, offers a crude estimation of both purity and

composition.
it

A melting point is

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance,

has found use in

NMR, was chosen since

inorganic chemistry for determining ligand numbers

and structural properties of metal complexes(31).

Besides its

analytical

function which parallels the results expected for elemental analysis,
NMR studies would also furnish information on charge distribution in
the chelated ligand and other special effects such as those caused by
the geometrical configuration of the complex.
2.

Ligand Spectra
The ligand, 2,2'-bipyridine, I, has four nonequivalent

protons on each ring which give an NMR spectrum that can be completely
analyzed as repeated AX patterns.

Only simple first-order spin-spin

splitting theory need be invoked.

Kramer and West (26)

a detailed interpretation of this spectrum in
solution.

have reported

a dichloromethane

Not only are the peak positions for each proton widely

t
It is to be noted that all of the work described in this section
was done by both the author and Steven A. Carlson of our laboratory.

-ivailllC~ic:
-1L
~i---
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separated; but also the principle splitting constants for
H3 and Hq
are about double these for H 5 and H 6.
4

5

Thus although

3

C,
N
6

O
N

1

H3 and H6 appear as doublets in the spectrum, they can be differentiated
by their coupling constants.

The assignment of H4 and H 5 is similarly

facilitatedo
Although dichloromethane was found suitable as a solvent for
studying the 2,2'-bipyridine spectrum, for solubiblity reasons a polar
solvent,

such as ethanol or dimethyl sulfoxide, was required for

examining any chelate having this compound as a ligando

To facilitate

spectral comparisons, the ligand spectrum was also measured in the
same solvents.

The spectrum of 2,2'-bipyridine in ethanol is shown

in Figure VI-8. It matches that found by Kramer and West in dicholromethane solution so far as peak shape and splitting constants, although
the peak positions move slightly downfield as the solvent becomes
more

polar.
3.

Protanted Ligand Spectra
Smith and Schneider (43) studied the effect of protonation

on the NMR spectrum of pyridine, II.

In trifluoroacetic acid, TFA,

solutions, the proton peaks undergo a downfield displacement due to the

I
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FIGURE VI-8

NMR Spectrum of 2,2'-Bipyridine

15% w/w in

ethanol, 500 cycle sweep width.

downfield from tetramethylsilane.

Units are eps

ii

IL

10,9
lzg

60G)4F
LIG}
o
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decrease in

electron charge density at the individual carbon nuclei.

5
6:

0i
N

Protons 2 and 6 are shifted downfield by 15 cps; proton 3 and 5, by
65 cps; and proton 4 is shifted downfield by 73 cps.
of 2,2'-bipyridine in TFA is shown in Figure VI-9.

The NMR spectrum
This spectrum has

downfield shifts similar to those found for acidified pyridine,
4,

5,

Protons

and 6 shift downfield 54 cps, 51 cps and 25 cps, respectively.
Proton 3 for 2,2'-bipyridine, which differs from that in pyridine

by being adjacent to the 2,2' bond, shows a downfield shift on only
10 cps.

This small shift gives rise to an interesting phenomenon.

As a DMSO solution of 2,2'-bipyridine is acidified with TFA, proton
4 (originally slightly upfiel4from proton 3) moves downfield faster
than proton 3.

Between the point of monoprotonation and diprotonation,

the two protons become nearly equivalent and give rise to complex AB
spectra.

An infinite variety of AB spectra can be obtained by changing

the solution acidity.

Since all of the proton coupling constants are

known from spectra in neutral solutions, the complex AB spectra -an
be interpreted with prior knowledge of the coupling constants.
Figure VI-10 shows the magnitude of the downfield shift as acid
is

added drop by drop.

It resembles a titration curve where the
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FIGURE VI-9

NMR Spectrum of Diprotonated 2,2'-Bipyridine

15% w/w in

TFA,

500 cycle sweep width.

downfield from tetramethylsilane.

Units are cps

96tp

19

9~

JZ
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FIGURE VI-10

Downfield Shift of the 2,2'-Bipyridine Protons
as a Function of Acidity

Protons 4 and 5.
00000

Proton 6.
Proton 3.
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first plateau represents monoprotonation and the second plateau
represents diprotonation.

As expected, the downfield change upon

monoprotonation is approximately half that for diprotonation.
again proton 3 shows abnormal behavior.
clear, but it

Once

The reason for this is not

may include steric hindrance between the 3 proton

on adjacent rings when the monoprotonated form is hld planar.
When 2,2'-bipyridine is bonded to a ruthenium(I1) ion in a metal
complex, a positive charge is introduced at the nitrogens.

With three

ligands per chelate, each nitrogen experiences a net + 1/3 charge.

If

the only effect on the ligand upon chelation were that of an increased
positive charge,

the downfield shifts of the proton would be expected

to be about 1/3 of those found for the ligand in TFA.
be 3

The change would

cps, for H-3, 18 cps for H-4, 17 cps for H-5 and 8 cps for H-6.
4.

Chelate Spectra
Since the ruthenium(11)

diamagnetic,

complexes of interest are

theit NMR spectra are not subject to the large contact

shifts found in paramagnetic species.

Figure VI-ll shows the NMR

spectrum of Ru(bipyr) 3 C12 in ethanol.

Protons 3, 4 and 5 are shifted

downfield, from the ligand positions in ethanol, by 35 cps,
and 17 cps, respectively.

18 cps

Proton 6 was shifted upfield by 56 cps.

The downfield shifts of H-4 and H-5 agree with the value predicted
on the basis of a +2/3 charge on each ligand.
32 cps further downfield than expected.

However, H-3 is shifted

This is not unreasonable when

ion
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FIGURE VI-11

NMR Spectrum of Ru(bipyr)
3 C12

15% w/w in ethanol, 500 cycle sweep width.
downfield from tetramethylsilane.

Units are cps

9t'J

891'

9

961'

92}9

I

I

I

I

0

en
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the steric requirements of the complex are considered.
the ligand is

forced into a planar configuration.

Upon chelation

Molecular models

domonstrate the presence of a large steric interaction between the H-3
protons on adjacent rings.

This steric hindrance would be expeted to

cause an additional downfield shift ofthe H-3 peak position.
Instead of the 8 cps downfield, as expected, H-6 is found 56 cps
upfield.
of H-6.

This large shift can be ascribed to the geometric position
A molecular model of the chelate shows that each 6 proton

is held closely over one of the aromatic rings on an adjacent ligand.
Such protons, for example those in the metacyclophanes, are known to
be shifted upfield, and the magnitudes of these shifts are often 60
to 120 cps.
Miller and Prince (30)
to Ru(bipyr) 3 C12 .

reported NMR spectra, for chelates similar

They studied complexes of l,l0-phenanthroline,III,

with various metal ions, including ruthenium.
5

0

8

3

III

Their results and conclusions provide excellent background material
for the 2,2'-bipyridine system.

Proton 2 and 9 in the 1,10-phenan-

throline ligand have the same upfield shift dfi to chelation as proton
6 in Ru(bipyr) 3 C12 .
58 cps vs.

In fact the magnitude of the change is similar:

56 cps for 2,2'-bipyridine.

Miller and Prince explained

___
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the shift as resulting from a metal-non-bonded hydrogen interaction
such as the type observed in directly bonded transition-metal hydrides.
In support of this, they found the magnitude

of the upfield shift

increased as the size of the central metal ion decreased i.e.,
H-N distance decreases.

as the

However, their results areequally compatible

with the idea of proton 2 and 9 being shielded by the aromatic rings
of the adjacent ligands.

This is corroborated by models of the chelate

and the numerous examples of aromatic shielding in the literature.
Miller and Prince did their earliest work in aqueous solutions.
To gain more information on the large upfield shift of protons 2 and 9,
they used a DMSO solvent.

They found small changes in protons 3 to 8,

and almost no change in position of protons 2 and 9.
standable since protons 2 and 9 are buried in

This is

under-

the aromatic system of the

adjacent ligand where solvent molecules cannot penetrate.
When Miller and Prince examined the NMR spectrum for the neutrial
complex Ru(phen)

2

(CN)

2

in

DMSO,

they observed that the frequency of

the 2 and 9 protons was similar to that of the charged ruthenium(II)
complex, while the other proton frequencies resembled those of the
free ligand.

This suggested that the upfield shift is

not strongly.

dependent on the charge of the complex.
5.

Analytical Applications
Once the NMR Spectrum of the chelate has been properly

analyzed, it is possible to state with absolute certainty that the
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ligands are 2,2'-bipyridineo
If an equimolar solution of the chelate and 2,2'-bipyridine is
prepared and a spectrum recorded it is possible to determine the number
of ligwnds in the chelateo

For example, the chelate 3 proton has peaks

at 551 and 543 cps while the free ligand proton has peaks at 530 and
526 cps.

This allows integration of the area under the peaks.

The

integration, for this example, gave a value of 3:1 for the chelate:
ligand ratios,
Purity can be checked to a certain extent.

In the above example

the free ligand 6 proton peak occurs in a region of the chelate spectrum
that has no peaks.

An examination of this area under high sensitivity

indicated that there must be less than 1% free ligand in

the chelate

preparation.
The geometry of the chelate can also be ascertained by NMR.

For

the tris-complexes of ruthenium this is not exceedingly important but
the bis-complexes should be checked since there are different possibilities for their steric arrangement.
Other information is also available.

For example, the NMR

spectrum of bis-(2,2',2"-terpyridine) ruthenium dichloride had two waters
shifted downfield from their normal spectral positions.

All indications

point to the ligands only being bonded on two of the nitrogens per
terpyridine, the other ruthenium coordination sites being occupied by
water.
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